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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 29, 1976

TOBACCO SHOW WINNERS--Winners in the 4-H and FFA Dark Tobacco Show and Sale held here yesterday
were treated to a luncheon at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. The meal was sponsored by both local banks and
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association. Calloway County winners, in the order that they placed,
were Richard Smotherman, who was top winner in the Purchase; Charles Glisson, Ronnie Wison, Bill Glisson,
Wayne Schroader, Billy Bazzell, Jr., Darrell Beane, and Mike Edwards. The average price for the tobacco, sold Wednesday on the Growers Loose Leaf Floor, was $103.62. A total of 67,102 pounds was sold,for $69,531.54.
Staff Photo by David Hal

Gov. Julian Carroll stressed the need
for a new student center at Murray
State University and recommended
that the project be funded in presenting
his budget before the Kentucky General
Assembly last night. Plans for the new
student center are already in the works
at Murrat State.
'Tina! approval of the project will not
be possible until an evaluation by the
Council on Public Higher Education
and the Department of Finance has
been completed.
The new student center-, which will be
located on the parking area just west of
the Cutchin Recreational Complex on
'the campus, will be a three-level
1/structure and will contain approximately 140,000 square feet of floor
space.
If the budget is approved by the
legislature and the Council on Public
Higher Education approves the project,
university officials hope to begin
construction in August of the year.
Completion of the structure is anticipated to Lake 24 months.
In conjunction with the new Student
Center, university plans call for the
conversion of the. present Waterfield
Student Union Building into a central
campus library facility. The renovation
of the present SUB will include a three

Spectacular Gains Set For Education
Under Gov. Carroll's Proposed B
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AF)— Secondary and elementary education would
make spectacular gains under Gov.
Julian Carroll's $5.7 billion budget for
the next two fiscal years.
Meantime higher education, which
has prampanadia the past 15 years while
schoolteachers complained they were
being shortchanged, would obtain much
less new money proportionately.
However, the proposed budget unveiled by Carroll at a news briefing of
nearly two hours Wednesday, does
pump another $70 million into new
facilities for universities and colleges,
and helps smaller schools.
Rep. Kenneth Imes(D-Murray)said
today that Gov. Carroll's proposed

budget is "one of the most outstanding
budgets ever presented to a Kentucky
legislature. I am particularly pleased
with the stress on upgrading
education," Imes said.
The bad news for the 45 coalproducing counties, mainly those in the
eastern Kentucky mountains, is that
they will have to share $48 million the
next biennium with non-coal counties
under an economic development fund
with strict guidelines.
Carroll
under
acknowledged
questioning that he plans a "tax
package" later in the 1976 session, but
said no proposal "would cost consumers money."
Carroll's briefing at the executive

Jack Jones Is Lions Speaker
District Governor Jack Jones, of
Hopkinsville was the guest speaker at
this week's meeting of the Murray
Lions Club.
Cody Caldwell, Deputy District
Governor, introduced Jones, who told
the Murray Lions that the 1 millionth
Member in Lions became active this
year.
Plans were made for the annual
Valentine Party Feb. 10 at six p. m.
New members include Dr. Bill
Whitaker, minister of the First Baptist
Church, and Harry Patterson, of Jean
and Jo's Florist.
The Kentucky Lions Club theme this
year is "Spirit of '76," with the theme
explained by Gov. Jones as standing for
S for service; P for performance, I for
integrity, R for responsibility, I for
involvement, and T for togetherness.

mansion was the only one by a governor
in recent memory. Usually the job is
left to fiscal officials.
The new budget basically is a holdthe-line document, 12 per cent above
current spending, which presumably
allows for a 6 per cent yearly inflation
rate.
The structure of the $5.7 billion
comprises federal aid, the road fund,
special money raised by agencies and
federal revenue sharing plus the
general fund, which finances most state
operation.
The General Fund is the most vital
and the one to which taxpayers
basically contribute. Assuming the
General Assembly passes the executive
budget largely intact, the General Fund
now becomes a $1 billion a year
proposition.
The fund is $1.2 billion for next fiscal
year and $1.3 billion for the following
year.
The road fund is $312 million next

Plans for the new student center call
for a main level to house a post office,
bookstore, dining areas, information
booth and outdoor decks.
The lower level of the new center will
contain eight bowling lanes, a game
room, coffee shop, arts and crafts
room,Student Government Association
offices, tv lounge, music listening
lounge and men's and women's locker
areas.
The upper level will contain a 288-seat

Gov. Julian Carroll has awarded
$15,167 in grants for two criminal
justice projects in Calloway County.
The projects had received a
favorable recommendation from the
Kentucky Crime Commission during its
November meeting in Richmond and
were submitted to the governor for final
approval.
Of the total amount,$11,375 will come
from federal Law Enforcement
Assistance Authority (LEAA) funds,
$2,667 from state funds, and $1,125 from
local matching funds.
The individual projects are:
—$10,667 to support the criminal
justice internship program at Murray
State University. The programs allow
students preparing for criminal justice
careers to supplement their classroom
training by gaining practical experience from working with criminal
justice agencies. The federal grant for
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theatre, ballroom, guests rooms,
meeting rooms, lecture rooms, dining
areas and administrative offices.
University spokesman said that
student center facilities will be
somewhat limited during the construction phases but that Wells Hall, a
former dormitory on the campus, will
be converted for Student Center purposes during the interim. Funds have
already been appropriated for that
purpose.
Following the completion of the new
student center Wells Hall will be further renovated for academic purposes.
Also in the planning stages is the
construction of a pedestrian mall along
15th St. from Olive Blvd. to Chestnut St.
The mall will connect with the
pedestrian overpass which has already
been approved at the intersection of
15th and Chestnut.

the project is $8,000 and the state
matching funds amount is $2,667.
—$4,500 for second year funding of a'
district detective for the Commonwealth's Attorney of the 42nd
Judicial District. The detective
provides assistance in the investigation
and preparation of criminal cases. The
federal grant for this program is $3,375
and $1,125 will come from local funds.

Gray-Imes 8111
Drops Sales Tax
On Some Utilities
FRANKFORT, Ky.—State Rets.
Kenneth Imes of Murray and J. R. Gray
of Benton have introduced legislation
calling for the removal of sales taxes on
electricity, heating fuels and water
used in residences.
The measure was introduced through
two separate bills. The first asks for
removal of the sales tax on water, and
the second covers heating fuels and
electrical usage.
Gray, the primary sponsor, said
removal of the tax on water would cost
the state about $1.8 million in revenue,
while the second bill would cost an
estimated $28 million.
Gray said he felt the money could be
regained from the severance tax on
coal.

Hefty Pay Raise Set For
Kentucky School Teachers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — School
teachers in Kentucky will get a hefty
pay raise over the next two fiscal years
and added fringe benefits on top of that
if Gov. Julian Carroll's proposed
budget bill is approved by the eyeneral
Assembly.
The governor outlined his budget
proposal to newsmen at the executive
mansion Wednesday, several hours
before addressing a joint session of the

Two Local Youths Nominated To
Compete For Naval Appointments
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Miss
Maressa Ann Buchanan of Hazel and
Todd Franklin Harrison of Murray
were today nominated by U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard to
compete for appointments to the United
States Naval Academy.
Miss Buchanan, 17, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Edward Buchanan of
Route 1, Hazel, is one of four young
ladies from the First Congressional
District to receive a nomination to a
service academy from Congressman
Hubbard. This is the first year that
females will be accepted into the service academies, due to the passage of
the Stratton Amendment of the Defense
Procurement Authorization Bill.
Miss Buchanan, a senior at Calloway
County High School, has a grade paint
average of 93.59. Her school activities
ha'te included Beta Club, Pep Club,
dm plays, Spanish Club and speech,
affeussion and debate teams. A parttime Sunday School teacher, she is also
active in the Methodist Youth
Fellowship.
Fillitrison, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs.
effrrelt F. Harrison, Jr., of 303 South
Seventh Street, Murray, is a senior at

ar and $323 million the following
ar. If it cannot finance road construction and maintenance and highway bond payments, money can be
transferred from the General Fund if
it's available.
Carroll said agencies asked a total of
'TKO bailitin and be cut about $900 million
from their requests.
This is comparatively mild, and
apparently due to the governor's edict
for only requests that can be justified.
Normally the aggregate agency
requests range up to triple the final
recommended total.
Carroll acknowledged a rather
"substantial" surplus of $145.6 million
for the next two years in the general
fund. That money has been allocated
for various projects. _
Carroll said the surplus would be
used for "one time expenditures only"
and he cautioned that if the legislature
uses it for recurring expenses instead,
(See Budget,Page 12)

- -story addition and the cost of the
project is estimated at $3 million.
The existing SUB contains 57,600
square feet of usable space and the
addition will add 40,800 square feet to
the building. The old library building
and the C. S. Lowry addition will be
used to house special collections and a
media center.

Miss Illsiesse
Murray High school.
Active in sports, Harrison plays
basketball, varsity football and
received a letter for his track participation. An Eagle Scout, he has been
employed by Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council as assistant waterfront_
director, life guard and canoe skills

Todd Franklia Harrison
instructor.
Both Miss Buchanan and Harrisor
will be among 10 young people from th,
First Congressional District of Ker
tucky competing for two vacanc,
available to the District at the Na'
Academy. Nominations are for the
class beginning in July, 1976.

Kentucky legislature.
Carroll proposed an appropriation of
$1 billion in the next two years for
elementary and secondary education.
Under the proposal, teachers would
receive a pay raise of $1,200 in the 197677 school year and another $800 the
second year.
Noting that a campaign promise was
to bring salaries of Kentucky teachers
up to the average of the seven
surrounding states by the end of his
administration, Carroll said his
proposed pay raise "achieves over twothirds of that goal in this biennium
alone."
"If our surrounding states increase
salaries an average of 6 per cent we will
be within $616 of the average of the
surrounding states by the end of the
biennium," Carroll said.
Also included for teachers and other
school employes is a proposed appropriation for a comprehensive health
package that will cost $33 million.
He said that will give the teachers an
added benefit of about $300 annually
which he said would make their raise
total $2,300 over the next two fiscal
years.
Carroll said his budget also would
:raise Kentucky from 40th to 39th in
expenditures per pupil,end student fees
beginning this fall and provide money
for free textbooks.
In aiidition, the proposal would inCrease state support for kindergarten
programs by 150 per cent, increase
benefits for retired teachers and appropriate additional funds for special
and vocational education.

Sunny and Cool
Mostly sunny and cool today, high in
the low to mid 40s. Clear and cold
tonight, low in the upper 20s and low
30s. Increasing cloudiness and windy
Friday, high in the 40s. Saturday
clearing and cold.

TEACHER WORKSHOP — Dr. Ken Dean from Murray State University is
shown with five of the teachers from Murray Middle School who were involved in a workshop on questioning skills during the fall semester. Shown
with him (left to right) are: Sandra Turnbow, Kaye Peebles, Mary Jane Littleton, Jo Fancy, and Martha Shirley. Dave Gallager, who also participated
in the workshop, is now shown. The workshop directed by Dean was made
possible by a grant from the Committee on Institutional Studies and
Research at Murray State.

Six teachers at Murray Middle School
participated in a workshop on
questioning skills conducted during the
fall semester as the result of a grant
award by Murray State University.
Teachers involved were: Jo Farley,
Dave Gallager, Sandra Turnbow, Mary
Jane Littleton. Kaye Peebles, and
Martha Shirley.
Dr. Ken Dean, assistant professor of
instruction and 'earnings and author of
the grant proposal approved by the
Cbnunittee on Institutional Studies and
Research, was the workshop director
and served as the consultant to the
participants. Kent Barnes, a graduate
assistant at Murray State, assisted in
workshop activity.
Dean said the purpose of the

workshop was to provide in-service
teachers with concrete and specific
skills in questioning techniques to be
used in their classrooms. Participants
were trained in audio-taping, coding,
and interpreting classroom interaction.
As a result of the workshop, the
teachers showed an ability to ask
higher order questions and to raise the
students' level of thinking in the
classroom by eliciting higher order
answers,according to Dean.
Skill development training was
provided during the workshop in
writing sample questions, coding audio
tapes of classroom interaction,
tabulating data from tapes of
classroom interaction, and interpreting
results of data bascd on intended
outcomes.
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Murray Vocational FBLA Club
To Help With March of Dimes
The monthly meeting of the
Murray Vocational FBLA
Club was held Tuesday,
January
13, with the
president, Rida Hicks,
presiding. The secretary,
Donna Heathcott read the
minutes and the treasurer's
report was given by Brenda
Nix.
Sharon Wyatt, March of
Dimes committee chairman,
reported
recomthe
mendations of"the committee
to the chapter. The chapter
voted to carry out March of
Dimes projects in three areas:
Service, Education, and Fund
Raising.
The Social committee
reported that the chapter

Dance Planned At
The Moose Lodge
A dance will be held at the
Murray Moose Lodge on
Saturday, January 31, from
eight p.m. to midnight for all
members and their out of town
guests.
Carol Copeland from
Louisville will be the free band
for the dance, according to
lodge officials.

planned a lasagna party at the
Community Center on Monday,January 19.
The Scholarship Committee
reported that 8100 has been
donated to the Kentucky
FBLA Scholarship Fund.
Committee reports were
also given on membership,
envelope,
points,
and
scrapbook.
New business, which included FBLA Week, was
discussed and a committee
vfas appointed with Carla
Ramsey as the chairman.
Refreshments were served.
PLACEMATS CAN BE TOYS
Placemats
protect
a
tabletop but can also keep tots
busy. Two plastic "to-becolored" mats accommodate
young artists at mealtime.
Colora are easily wiped off
with a sudsy sponge so the
prints can be colored over and
over. Designs on the
placemats, made by the
Hedwin Corp. of New York
City, include two rag doll girls
or boys.
A thoughtful touch: WARM
maple syrup to serve with pancakes.

-1-Jecut-041311..
Teenage Farmhand
Told Smoking's
Unfeminine

Ombre stripe
floral print shirt,
Ultrasilk blazer,
Ultrasilk gored skirt,

Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Bel Air Shopping
Center
and
Downtown
Shopping Center will be at
12:30p. m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.

DEAR MYSELF: Because they don't want you to run it
In a way that may be damaging to your health. I'm with
them. The best advice I can give to nonsmokers is—DON'T
START!

Mademoiselle
Shop /

The Town and Country
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Donna Story on
Thursday, January 8, at 7:30
p.m.
Pat Harcourt, president,
presided and led the club in
reading the Homemakers
Creed. Seventeen members
answered the roll call by
telling how they spent
Christmas.
The club engaged in a
lengthy discussion on the ERA
Amendment and the current
move to rescind it in Kentucky. Delores Lawson
volunteered to get information
concerning the bill to members who were interested.
Other matters of interest and
new ideas were shared by club
members.
Donna Story passed out
recipes and examples of bread
dough crafts she had done.
Jackie Conley gave a very

interesting lesson on The
Sewing Centers In The
Home."
Refreshments were served
by Donna Story and Mary
Beth Hay.
Other
members
not
previously mentioned were
Gayle Adams, Peggy Allgood,
Jean Bennett, Kaye Doran,
Dee Gantt, Greta Gargus,
Geneva
Giles,
Jackie
Harrison, Nancy Hart, Eva
Hopkins, Aurelia Batts, and
Janet Hendon.

Sunday,February 1
Gospel singing featuring
Neighbors Quartet from
Benton will be held at the
Blood River Baptist Church
from two to four p.m.

Exhibits
by
Jennifer
Pfeifer, Louisville, drawing,
Dennis Weeks, Brockton,
Maine, photography, Julie
Forrest Kearns, Cynthiana,
drawing, and Magic Silver
Show, competitive show in
Murray Art Guild will be photography, will open at
open from twelve noon to four Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
p. m.
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and run through February 4.
Friday,January 30

DEAR AI3BY: I am 14. Almost 15. My parents won't lei
me smoke. My brother got to smoke when he was 15, but
when I ask my parents if I can smoke, they say, "No, it's
not feminine."
Abby, I milk cows, bale hay and even clean cow gutters,
and you sure can't say THAT'S feminine.
All my girl friends get to smoke in front of their parents,
so why don't they let me run my own life?
MYSELF

Town And County Homemakers
Meet At Home Of Donna Story

COMMUNITYA
CALENDAR

Murray Little League will
have a meeting at the Faculty
Room of the Office Building at
Murray State University at
seven p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I were invited to a
dinner party at the home of a very high-class, prominent
society leader who has a reputation for entertaining
beautifully.
My husband's widowed sister came to town unexpectedly, so I phoned my hostess and asked if we could bring
our housegueet.
She asked, "Is your houseguest a male or female?"
I said, "She's my husband's sister."
And would you believe this so-called high-class society
lady replied, "That's too bad. We already have three extra
women. If you could bring a man, I'd be delighted, but we
don't need any more women."
Have you ever heard of anything to top this?
SPEECHLESS

"What

ThurWay,Jaumun
Demonstration and lecture
on pottery will be presented by
Byron Temple of Lambertville, N. J., at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423 of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU. No admission charge.

1 GIRLS
WANTED
To Join Our

MODELS

Saturday,January 31
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.

Miss Kent Smith

Mr. and Mrs. Wick Smith of Fulton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Kent, to Mark Lee Adams, son of Colonel and Mrs. Earl R.
Adams, Jr., of Everett, Washington.
The bride-elect is a 1972 graduate of Fulton High School and
will receive her B. A. Degree in Social Work from Murray
State University in December 1976. She is a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta Social Sorority. She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Huffman and the late Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Smith,
Sr.,of Fulton.
Mr. Adams received his Bachelor of Science Degree from
DEAR SPEECHLESS: No. And I thought I'd heard
Murray State University and is a member of Sigma Chi
everything.
Fraternity.
DEAR ABBY: I couldn't help but smile when I read your
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 1, at
comment about people who run ads in the classified section seven p.m.at St. Edwards Catholic Church,Fulton.
to meet a partner. Agreed, they must be desperately lonely,
and they do run the risk of meeting some creepy characters
that way, but did you know that this practice is entirely
accepted in Europe, specifically in Germany?
Believe me, I have run into creepy characters in the
U.S.A. and Canada in distinguished public places where a
NOW AT HOME
lady would think she is safe from creeps. I also know that
Johnny Walker is now
many Europeans have found decent companions by placing recuperating at his home at
ads in newsy:mows or going through a marriage agency. 1602 Sunset Drive, Murray,
The adage "different countries, different customs" still after having undergone
holds true, so please don't condemn that custom altogether.
surgery at the Baptist
For some, it works.
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
T.L.K. Term.
.
• -vs
DEAR T.L.X.f Many wrote to defend the practice of
advertising in a newspaper for companionship, and evei
HOSPITAL PATIENT
marriage. But those who wrote were invariably winners. I'd
Herbert Craig of Hazel
like to hear from some losers.
Route Two has been dismissed
For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding," from the Western Baptist
send $I to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills, Hospital, Paducah.
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
PADUCAH PATIENT
1264) envelope.
James Franklin of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Dalton has a
sophisticated way
with fashion-conscious
women. Sizes 6 to 18.

111 S. 4th
753-3882

Vows To Be Read

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Donnie Hargrove of Dexter
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was injured in an
automobile accident.

Tim 2114110.•
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Murray Moose Lodge will
have a free band, Carol
Copeland from Louisville, for
all members and out of county
guests from eight p.m. to
midnight at the lodge hall.

Now Learning

Grace,Poise,
Charm
For

Fashion Shows

Oliver and Jericho Harp
mini concert will be at
University School Auditorium
from eight to ten p.m. No
admission charge.
Sunday, February 1
Robert Lynch, Paducah,
will present a piano recital in
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, MSU,at 3:30 p.m.

HEY KIDS!

Terry Morris

All Seats 1.00
Sat.& Sun. 2:30
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GLASS COOKWARE
For easy, safe cleaning of
heat-resistant, glass rangetop
cookware, follow these
suggestions. Cool pieces
before washing or soaking.
Avoid using metal or abrasive
cleaning pads. Cooked-on food
may be removed with a plastic
mesh pad and detergent or
soap suds.

*New Shipment*

Hid-A-Beds Et Tables

Huge Selection
Hid-A-Beds
$195oo I Tables

From

Set of 3

Starts At S.1
(r°I

*Friday Only*
Bedroom & Living Room Suites
—Unless Specially Marked-

Tables $39"

30% Off
17761
the
Pet
Fashi

Shop Now IL Save A Bundle

Murray Furniture
Mart

Money
Stt

7534676
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"What Are Old People For?" is Special Series Each Week On Kentucky Educational TV
By Elias S. Cohen
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( Mr. Cohen is Editor-inchief of "The Gerontologist,"
a journal of the national
Gerontological Society, forJeer Commissioner on Aging
for Pennsylvania, and is
currently Professor of Social
Administration in the School
for Medicine of the University
of Pennsylvania.)
-What are old people for?"
How one answers the question
reveals how one feels about
the aged. This is the central
theme of a new series,
LMAGE-S OF AGING, which
was produced by WITF-TV
(Hershey, Pa.) under a grant
from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting and
which premiered on Kentucky
Educational Television(KET)
January 21.
No less than blacks, women,
orientals or other significant
minorities, the elderly of
American
have
been
stereotyped and cast into roles
less than complimentary.
Attitudes towards the elderly
are complex mixtures of pity,
derogation, callousness,
emusement, patronizing
"patience"
and
"understanding," denigration and
edrniration. The eight onehour programs being shown
weekly on Wednesdays at 8p.
m.(EST), 7 p. m.(CST),seek
ha shed light on the attitudes of
Americans towards their
older compatriots.
The television and movie
media have not ignored the
elderly. IMAGES OF AGING
will draw from a considerable
1)1m and video tape literature
portraying various images of
aging — material produced
here and abroad for television
viewing, for educational
purposes and for entertainment. The mission of
the series is to present an
honest picture of old age, what
it means to old people, to
young people, to widows and
widowers, to people with rich
lives as well as to those impoverished in spirit as well as
in pocketbook, to strong,
vibrant elderly, and to
creative, imaginative old
people.
The programs, however,
will be more than an anthology of films. Each,
program develops a theme
about some aspect of old age.
The programs draw from
documentaries, dramatic

Needle Pcint
Classes
information
753.6194

shows, comedy and historical aged.
records, weaving whole films The elderly do,indeed, have
and fragments together with lower income than the rest at
provocative Commentary, society. While hi general older
questions and observations people have incomes about
from host Robert F. Laeson.
half of the average of those
The series came into being under 65, significant inroads
out of the recognition that have been made on reducing
there is a pernicious the numbers in proverty who
mythology about aging and are elderly. Whereas 15 years
the belief that the media, and ago a third of the elderly fell
particularly public television, below the poverty threshold,
can shed light on attitudes today that figure hu. been
towards aging and old people. reduced to about 16 per cent. It
Some elements of the is true that most of the elderly
mythology, the conventional do not work and those who
wisdom, hold that the elderly were in the work force have
are relatively unproductive retired.
workers, are chronically ill,
How
much
of
this
debilitated and weak, suffer retirement is the result of
precipitous declines in in- being pushed out of the labor
telligence, memory and Market and haw much is the
analytical ability, are poor, result of a real desire to enjoy
lonely, dejected, despairing, increased amounts of leisure
removed from active par- time really is not known.
ticipation in society, deprived While many elderly say that
sexual drive and desire — they wish they could engage in
except in the case of "per- some sort of work role, there
verted dirty old men" — and are many who thoroughly
are ultimately dumped by enjoy the increased leisure
uncaring adult children into that retirement has brought.
the hell holes of nursing
Prime time television has
homes. The elderly, so it goes, frequently played fast and
are abondoned by their adult loose with the images of aging.
children, left to the un- One study of 2,741 characters
certainties of a small pension in prime time television
or Social Security income,and drama sampled between 1969
very much alone.
and 1971 suggested that the
Of course, that is not really elderly get short shrift. They
the way it is or the way things were represented in less than
need be. There is considerable 5 per cent of the characters,
evidence that many elderly about half of their share of the
can be and are vigorous,
active and engaged with
society and the world around
them. The truth of the matter January 26, 1976
is that voter rates among men ADULTS 127
and women 65 and over are NURSERY 3
higher than for those aged 21 NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
to 34.
Mrs. Greta C. Rollins, Rt. 8,
Old people who • remain in
the work force generally Murray, Mrs. Carolyn S.
perform at comparable levels Puckett, Rt. 1, Benton, Miss
to younger workers and Pam Snow,906 Regans,Paris,
frequently they are better in To., Mrs. Nancy C. Fox, Box
tasks requiring experience, 22, Dexter, Charles E.
although somewhat poorer in Stanley, Box 58, Hazel, Scottie
those depending on speed. E. Free, Rt. 1, Dexter, Rainey
Contact with the family, M. Elkins, 1307 Doran Rd.,
contrary to conventional Murray, Mrs. Sue Britt, Rt. 1,
wisdom, is relatively high Farmington, Miss Vickie L.
among older people who have Collie, Box 93, Dexter, John
living children. They com- Pace, 211 S. 11th., Murray,
prise over three-fourths of all Miss Kara K. Sandage, Bx 68,
older persons. The majority of Wardell, Mo., Mrs. Helen B.
these maintain regular con- Cotham, Rt. 6, Benton, Bennie
tact with at least one child, Geurin, Rt. 6, Murray, Clyde
and more than 80 per cent of Keel, Rt. 1, Dover, Tn., Ralph
the older persons with P. White, P. 0. Bx 296, Dixon,
children see one of them as Mrs. Jessie L. Wicker, Rt. 1,
often as once a week, and Hazel.
about two-thirds see at least
one child as often as every one
or two days.
Old people maintain church
attendance, although in advanced age transportation
difficulties may interfere. And
Mrs. Lucille Hart opened
membership tn. voluntary
associations tends to persist her home for the meeting of
well into old age, although the Paris Road Homemakers
there is a high correlation with Club held on Tuesday,
January 13, a one p.m
.
.
financial status.
The main lesson on
However, stereotypes often
•'Plarining Your Sewing
have some basis in some
Center" was presented by
truth. About 10 per cent of the
Mrs. Mary Alice Gee.
U. S. population is 65 and over,
Mrs. Lucille Grogan gave
with a third of them 75 years
the devotion on the subject,"I
and above. By the year 2030
Had A Friend."
when the U. S. is estimated to
Refreshments of ham
have a general population of
sandwiches, congealed salad,
300 million, it is estimated that
pound cake, coffee, and tea
48 million, or 16 per cent, will
were served by Mrs. Hart.
be 65 and over,and of these, 16
Others
present
were
million would be 75 and above.
Mesdames Rebel Steely, Amy
Every day about 4,000
Wilson, Topsy Brandon, 0th
Americans reach age 65, but
McIntosh, Della Taylor,
3,000 who are already 65 and
Margaret
Roach, Ruth
over die. Thus, every year
Hughes, Robbie Blalock,
about 1.5 million persons are
Barbara White, and Ina
newcomers to the ranks of the
Nesbitt.

Pairs Rood
Club Meets,
Hart Home

real population.
Females in television
dramas fared less well than
men, tending to age earlier
and faster than ther mall
counterparts. On the other
hand, as males age on
television their chances of
being cast villains increase.
Most of the males in prime
time drama, so this study
held, failed because they wore

basically evil.
The prime objective of the
Craig Aronoff, author of the IMAGES OF AGING series is
study, concludes that "aging to attack stereotyping of older
in prime time drama is. .
Americans, whether positive
aasoctated with increasing or negative. The series asks
evil, failure, and unhappiness. difficult questions and
In a world of generally suggests a variety of answers.
positive portrayals and happy "What are old people for?"
endings only 40 per cent of "For
Loving?"
"For
older male, and fewer female teaching?" "To be faithful
characters, are seen as companions?" -To
be
aaccessful, happy and good."
grandfathers and grand-

Open Friday
Nights 'til 8

mothers?" "To be carriers of
the culture?" But is it
necessary that old people be
more than human beings? In a
word, do we lose our human
worth when we grow old
simply because we don't have
utility as somebody might
define it? The series is
thought-provoking.
Larson poses the question
this way: "Maybe the real

gIRIGITS

point of this series is'How do I
learn to cope with the roles
assigned to me as an old or
older person?' How can I
make the most of the gift of
new time?' How can I prevent
leisure and retirement from
becoming the curse of
loneliness?' The way in which
I answer these questions now
determines how I will regard
both myself and those who are
older.'How do I come to terms
with the fact that I am
aging?' "

Open Friday
Nights 'tit 8

Our entire winter stock!

Beautiful missy styles!

ALL WINTER
PANTSUITS

OUR REGULAR
64.00-185.00

299°

REG. 42.00 TO 78.00
.y
I/
3
2 off

Assorted stylesicolors

TO

129(4
Final January Cleartace on all
winter coats in stock! Buy now
and save on leathers,fake funfurs,fabrics and fur-trimmed
styles in junior and missy sizes.
Available in wanted colors!

Junior and miss' dyke
Junior, missy and
half-sizes. Save!

Winter
Dress
Sale!

BUY CENTENNIAL
Beautiful Assortment!

REGULAR
24.04-44.116

SAVE
SAVE

A fine sele, t inn!

17761 That's HI 1 7 76% off store specials daring the month of *marl at
the Growing Northwest Norma filarthants: Special Occasion, Showcase,

Pet World, Blackford House, Juogita's Flowers mei Morale's
Fashions, The Men's Store! 17761 Mars ftf 17.76% off store "Web
the moth of katvery. A 111cmstomds1 Salo,' from the growls,11001111.110
Allierrey marchants, 121 bypass & Coldwater Rood— The Men's Store, Morello's Fashions, Juanita's Flowers, Blackford House, Pet World,
Showcase, Spec.* Occasion. 17761 That's IN 17.76% Off Moro specials
during feels moalh

CLEARANCE
OF ROBES
REG. 17.00 TO 40.00

Assorted styles & colors!

Beautiful solids & prints'.

DAYWEAR/
SLEEPWEAR

SWEATER
CLEARANCE

REG. 4.00 TO 36.00_

REG. 10.00 TO 23.00

2" To 17"
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CPAs Describe Credits
That Help To Pay Taxes
Editor's Note: (This is the fifth of a
series of five articles on 1975 Federal
Income Tax Returns offered by The
Kentucky Society of Certified Public
Accountants
Having identified the deductions,
exemptions and adjustments that will
save money on your 1975 income taxes,
now we can zero in on the credits.
Credits are effective tax cutters
because, rather than reduce the income
subject to taxation, they apply, dollar
for dollar, to the tax,itself.
Thus a five dollar credit is the
Rquivalent of five dollars in your
tocket.
;For example, if you bought a new
4ome in 1975, you may qualify for a
kredit of five per cent of the purchase
price up to $2,000. It has to have been a
new house built or started before last
March 26 and you must have bought it
at the lowest price at which it was offered since last February 28. In adtlition, the contract must have been
ingned before the end of 1975.
Any part of the home buyer's credit
not applied against 1975 income taxes is
iost; there is no refund of excess
amounts. So if you have a tax credit of
$1,000, for example, and your income
tax is only $750, $250 of the credit is
)egasted. Use IRS form 5405 to compute.
If during 1975 you bought a car or
4)ther asset used even partly in
usiness, you may be in line to get back
$1 pro-rated share of the cost, up to 10
4)er cent, as a business investment
liredit. Ask for IRSform 3468.
Another credit (which, if you prefer,
tan be taken as a deduction, instead) is
the one for political contributions. This
.credit has been doubled and now equals
one half the contribution up to $25 ($50
'on a joint return).
Those who take the standard
deduction instead of itemizing will, of
course, have to claim the political
contribution as a credit. Those who
itemize and thus have a choice will be
guided by their income bracket; higher
income taxpayers generally gain more
from taking the deduction. Figure it
both ways to decide which is better for
you.
Overwithholding of Social Security
taxes, a common occurrence for those
holding two jobs, creates a credit that
should be applied to the income taxes
you still owe. Any excess can be applied
to your 1976 estimated tax or returned
to you as a refund. The same is true of
any excess income taxes that may have
been withheld from your paychecks.
Income taxes paid to a foreign
government can be treated either as a
deduction or a credit. IRS form 1116,

b

10 Years Ago
The thermometer hovered at seven
above zero at six a. m. today. Another
two inches of snow also fell here during
the night.
Deaths reported include R 0.
Armstrong, age 79, Raymond Wilson,
age 79, Mrs. Annie Bondurant, age 94,
and Miss Della Rose.
Kathleen Madrey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Madrey, a member of
the Calloway County 4-H Teen Club,
was selected as one of the delegates
from the Purchase Area to attend the
Youth Power Conference at Louisville.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Mayfield 66 to 60 in a basketball game
with Steve Doran getting 17 and Fitts 15
for Murray.
Juan Rodriquez of Guatemala,
student at Murray State College, spoke
on his country at the meeting of the
Kiwanis Club held at the South Side
Restaurant.

20 Years Ago
Mason Evans has been appointed
Educational Petty Officer of his recruit
company at the Great Lakes Naval
Training Center, Illinois.
Deaths reported include W. T.(Tom)
Steele, age 85, Murray Route Six,
Herman Jones, age 73. Dexter, and
Mrs. Dosie Howard,age 70, Kirksey.
A feature story on skating on the
Christian Church Hill in the late 90's,
written by Dr. Hugh McElrath, is
published in the Ledger & Times.
Murray State College beat Eastern 85
to 74 in a basketball game here. Dick
Kinder and Howie Crittenden were high
scorers for Murray.
Murray High School beat Clinton 61 to
55 in a basketball game with Tom Wells
and Dick Stout high scorers for Murray.

which is used to report it, will help you
decide which way to go.
If you used large quantities of
gasoline and lubricating oil in machines
other
than
highway
motor
vehicles—boats, tractors, mowers or
saws, — it might be worthwhile to claim
the credit of two cents a gallon on the
gasoline, six cents a gallon on the oil.
Use IRS form 4136.
For taxpayers in lower income
brackets, far and away the most irnportant credit is the one on earned
income, a sort of negative income tax.
For a qualified taxpayer (one who
maintains a household in the U. S. that
includes at least one of the taxpayer's
dependent children) the credit is 10 per
cent of earned income up to a credit of
$400 on income of $4,000. After the $4,000
income level is passed, the taxpayer
begins to lose the credit at the same 10
per cent rate, so that when income
reaches $8,000, the credit is gone.
Those taxpayers whose earned income credit is greater than their income tax get a "refund" check for the
difference. ,
One final type of credit is so difficult
to compute, few persons who are not
tax professionals attempt it on their
own: the retirement income credit,
designed to give a break to retirees who
do not enjoy full Social Security or other
retirement benefits. If you are a retired
U. S. citizen and have had at least $600
of earned income for each of ten years
prior to this year, and you are filing
your own tax return unassisted,
Internal Revenue suggests that you
simply supply the information called
for on Schedule R; they will then
compute your retirement income credit
for you.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 29, the 29th
day of 1976. There are 337 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1949, Britain granted
de facto recognition to Israel.
On this date—
In 1737, the writer and political
philosopher, Thomas Paine, was born
in Thetford,England.
In 1861, Kansas was admitted to the
Union as the 34th state.
in 1843, the 25th American president,
William McKinley, was born in Niles,
Ohio.
In 1820, King George III of Britain
died, and his son became King George
In 1850, Henry Clay introduced in the
Senate a compromise bill on slavery
which included the admission of
California into the Union as a free state.
In 1963, France vetoed Britain's
application to join the European
Common Market.
Ten years ago: The United States
east of the Rockies was shivering under
one of the most widespread cold waves
to hit the nation in years.
Five years ago: The U.S. Army
dropped charges against Major
General Samuel Koster, who had been
accused in an alleged coverup of events
in the My Lai massacre in Vietnam.
One year ago: Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat wound ups three-day visit
to France and announced the purchase
of Mirage jet fighters.
Today's birthdays: Actor Victor
Mature is 60. Actor John Forsythe is 58.
Thought for today: What this country
needs are more wives who are handier
with the cookbook than with the checkbook — Anonymous.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the Continental
Congress in Philadelphia approved
George Washington's request to
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Connecticut to raise one regiment each
to help in the Revolutionary War invasion of•Canada.

Isn't It The Truth
The principal trouble with Gerald Ford
may seem to be that he is out of place in
the White House. But it isn't, in fact, the
presidential palace that places our
president in the role of misfit. It is the oval
office that is to blame — a round hole for a
Square.
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mtlitheir I eehnics on the particular issue being discussed

Garrott'sGilley

As We Grow Older, We Learn
The Limit Of Our Abilities
By M.C. Garrott
As any one can see from my
"waisteline," as my wife calls it, I love
food—virtually any kind of food. If. it
wasn't for a little calorie counter book I
often carry, I probably wouldn't be able
to get through the hangar door at Kyle
Field,
A couple of Saturdays ago, I got up
kind of early. I can't sleep once it gets
daylight and generally move around
pretty early in the morning. After a
leisurely look at the C-J, I looked
around for something to do, since the
rest of the family were still "sacked
in."
"Why not surprise them and cook
breakfast?" I though. Jim Williams
often wrote about his culinary talents—his Dagwood sandwiches and
''specialties of the house." I can spread
a pretty good peanut butter sandwich
and boil an egg, but that's about the
extent of my kitchen capers.
However, on this particular morning
I thought I would do something nice for
the family and prepare breakfast. I'd
seen Cathryn do it many times. It didn't
look like much of a production.
+++++
First, I set the table—plates,
silverware, salt and pepper, napkins,
jelly—the works. Then I got out the
English muffins. Cathryn and I like
English muffins. Jeffrey likes "just
plain toast" browned in the electric
toaster, which turned out to be my
undoing.
Once the muffins were buttered and
the oven turned to pre-heat, I started
the bacon. While it was sizzling in the
skillet and filling the house with that
mouth-watering aroma, I got out the
eggs they would be handy when the
time came to crack them.
+++++
Everything was going great. I put the
muffins in the oven when the pre-heat
light went off, and dried the finished
bacon carefully with a paper towel.
Then I got out the old toaster to fix
Jeffrey's toast before trying my hand at
frying the eggs without breaking the
yolk.
"I must remember to keep an eye on
this," I though as I put the bread in the
toaster, because it didn't always make
the toast pop up. Someone always has to
watch it and trigger the flip-up
mechanism manually.
When I got to frying the eggs,though,
I suppose I got carried away by the way
they were cooking and how the top of
the yolk turned white when I splashed

the hot grease on it. They call that
• basting," I'm told.
+++++
In short, I forgot all about that toast
in the old, unreliable toaster. When I
did remember it, and turned around to
check on it, I couldn't even see the
hutch on the other side of the room for
the great ball of dark, gray, dense
smoke building up in the kitchen.
It was pouring into the living room,
the family room, and, hugging the
ceiling, was heading down the hall
toward the bedrooms! About that time,
Jeffrey, who had gotten up and was
lying on the family room floor watching
the Bugs Bunny-Roadrunner Hour on
television as any normal 10-year-old
would be doing early on a Saturday
morning,started choking on the smoke.
With a bound, I had the toast out of
the toaster and into the sink. It looked
like two pieces of charred one-by-six.
I quickly closed off the bedroom area
of the house so Cathryn wouldn't wake
up and panic. Then Jeffrey and I got
busy trying to clear the house. Had the
neighbors been looking our way at the
time, I'm sure they would have thought
we were on fire.
I opened the back door wide, which
surely looked a bit strange as it was
about 18 above that morning. We
opened the garage door and the door
from the garage into the kitchen,
turned on the exhaust fans over the
stove and in the bathroom and even
burned some paper in the fireplace to
get the draft going, hoping it would
draw some of the smoke out.
It took about an hour to get all that
smoke out of the house, but not before
Cathryn sleepily stumbled in to ask
"what in the world" was going on.
+++++
For the rest of the day, the house
smelled strongly of smoke.
That experience, which, incidentally,
resulted in a new toaster, convinced me
that I'm no cook, as much as I would
like to be. I have often felt I would like
to be a good one like Joe Tom Erwin
and have people rave over my beaten
btschits, Oyster casserrole or some
exotic spesialty like that, but I don't
think that's the Lord's will.
Cathryn put things back together and
in a little while we had a nice breakfast.
I don't know what I would do without
her. I've never been as frustrated since
I forgot to put the lid on the popcorn
popper and left the room one night
when we lived in St. Louis.
But that's another story.

7t.
CLERKS'CORNER
A column of information supplied by Frances Shea, Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk; Jo Crass, Murray City
Clerk; and Marvin Harris, Calloway County Court Clerk.

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
In the event you have purchased a new
Driver's Licenses expire every two boat you must have two copies of your
years on the last day of your birth bill of sale. If you have purchased a
month. The Circuit Court Clerk's Office boat from an individual, you must bring
is holding many drivers license which the prior owner's registration, and his
have expired. Please check your signature must be on the back of the
license and determine if your license is registration, indicating that he has sold
presently valid. If it is not,come by this the boat to you.
office and we will issue you your
A work copy of the boat license will be
license, without you being required to published in this column in February.
take the written test, provided it has not Please clip it from the paper andlillit
been expired more than one year.
out and bring it with you to the office,
As stated in this column previously, also. If you have supplied all the inthe new hours and days for drivers formation necessary for registering
testing are: Written Test, Wednesdays your boat, the license for 1976 can be
from 8:30 to 11:30 a. m. and from 1:00 to furnished to you much faster and more
3:30 p. m. Road Test, Thursdays, efficiently.
promptly at 8:00 a. m. or 1:00p. m.
Boat Licenses will expire on April 30,
1976. In order to renew your license you "
must bring your 1975 license with you.
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Funny World

Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
THE HUMANE SOCIETY AND
THE DOG POUND
For the past few months the Calloway
County Humane Society has published
a list of the dogs at the MurrayCalloway County Dog Pound from week
to week. We would like to point out,
however, that the Humane Society has
no official connection with the dog
pound. We print this list as a service to
the public — in an attempt to reunite
lost pets with their masters and to find
homes for stray dogs.
The pound is operated jointly by the
city and the county. Two dog wardens,
one an employe of the county and the
other an employe of the city, look after
the animals and the building.
The society does,of course,cooperate
with local government to improve
conditions at the pound whenever it
can. In late October, acting upon the
society's recommendation, the county
enclosed the cage area and replaced
most of the metal barrels with wooden
boxes. The metal barrels were rejected
because they are extremely cold in the
winter and hot in the summer.
Recently, lights were installed in six of
the boxes to provide a small source of
heat during the coldest of the winter
days; for very young puppies and dogs
in poor health have few resources
against cold weather.
A partial alternative to the pound is
the series of "foster homes" sponsored
by the society. Volunteers undertake to
care for cats or dogs in their own homes
until permanent homes for them can be

found. The society will reimburse them
for expenses, if they wish. Regrettably,
.there are far more homeless dogs and
cats than foster homes. If you can help,
call 753-2591 to board cats and 753-4307
to board dogs; you need not be a
member of the Humane Society to
volunteer, and of course, all members
of the society do not board animals.
If you wish to adopt a pet from the
Humane Society, call our Welfare
Committee Chairman at 753-4307
(evenings and weekends). She will be
able to tell you what animals are
currently being boarded and now to
contact their foster home. She also will
Lake your name and phone number for
her "want list" if you prefer to wait for
a certain breed of dog or type of pet.
Dog Census
There are eight dogs at the MurrayCalloway County Dog Pound this week.
PUPPIES: two female black
labrador-type; one small male wirehaired type.
FULL GROWN DOGS: one small
female mixed breed; one female collieshepherd; one female setter-type; one
female shepherd Labrador; one male
shepherd type.
Directions to the Pound
The Murray-Calloway County Dog
Pound is located off Highway 641 North.
Take a right turn at Penny Road. The
pound is the first building on the right,
just before the Fisher-Price factory
parking lot. It is a small cement
structure set back from the road.
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Dear Consumer

IRA's? Chance
To Make Change
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
As a result of °the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of
1974, consumers, who are not covered
by a pension plan where they worked,
can create their own pension plans.
These plans are known as individual
retirement accounts)IRAs).
After the law became effective, many
insurance companies, banks and other
financial institutions began advertising
their services and financial plans for
consumers who wanted to set up IRAs.
Usually,ads stressed the tax advantage
of establishing IRAs before the end of
Because of publicity given to IRAs
and lack of hard information on comparison of plans, some consumers who
did not have pension coverage may
have hastily established an IRA under
one advertised plan without taking the
time to consider the merits of other
plans—or other forms of investment.
Under IRA rules,consumers can take
a tax deduction for 15 per cent of their
earnings up to a maximum of $1,500.
But to take the deduction for the 1975
tax year, they had to establish their
personal IRAs on or before Dec. 31,
1975.
On Dec. 15, Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) issued a Technical Information
Release TIR) that described the
means by which a consumer could get
out of an unsatisfactory IRA investment without adverse tax consequences. In the release,IRS says that
if an individual established an IRA

before Jan. 1, 1976, and decides to
revoke it, he must do so before April 15,
1976 ( income tax return deadline). For
tax purposes, his income will be treated
as though,te had never established an
IRA in the first place as long as he has
not claimed a tax deduction.
For example, if, having established
an IRA in September 1975, he revoked it
in March 1976, he is not considered to
have established the IRA in September
1975 ( and he would not have to pay the
otherwise required 10 per cent penalty
for premature withdrawal of his
money). Moreover, any fees or commissions collected by the financial
institution that set up the IRA can be
taken as a tax deduction.
Also, a taxpaye4 who established an
IRA in 1975 may change the form of
investment of his account before April
15, 1976, without being subject to the
normal "once in 3 years" limitation on
changes.
IRS will soon publish final
regulations on various aspects of IRAs.
It has issued temporary disclosure
regulations requiring IRA..sponsors to
provide information on investments.
Taxpayers may wish to send for a copy
of the release (TIR-1425) that explains
other features of the final regulations
as well as the temporary disclosure
regulations. Write to Public Affairs
Division, Internal Revenue Service,
1111 Constitution Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20224.
Now that 1976 has just begun, consumers might want to start all over
again—at a more leisurely pace—to
check the various forms of retirement
plans that may be offered. Then they
can take a tax deduction for this year
when they file their returns in 1977.
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Hopelessness
Key
Sympton In Suicide
By F.J.L Biasingame, M.D.

"Hope springs eternal in the
If unemployment gets any worse, by
next November President Ford may be human breast" wr(le Alexander
Pope about 150 years ago. His inlaid off.
tuitive feelings indicate that life
without hope can be drab.
One of those curious, little human in- minimng true eurvival insterest stories comes from a reader who tinct In fact, hopelessness has
wants to share his experience but not his been identified as de most unidentity, and goes thusly: "We spent so portant symptom in predicting
much money on new luggage, we couldn't suicidal behavior in a depressed
person.
afford to go anywhere to show it off,"
Aaron Beck, M.D., and ARROC1(Clyde Moore)
atm in the Department of Psy61'117. University of PennsylThe reason the banks refer to them as vania School of Medicine,
Philapersonal loans is because when you miss a delphia. studied 3.4 wiscide atpayment,boy,do they get personal.
bemPtess and concluded that
hopelesaiets is a key symptom
Jrniting depression to suicidal
teadietCY.The researchers claim
WOMEN
that relief must be directed by
Women are allowed to job the Royal physicians. family. and menus to
Canadian Mounted Pollee at equal pay. the restoration of hope ie an imThe first thirty two recruits will begin portant *inert of treatment
training at Regina Saskatchewan.(Now, Hove shcsild be nurtured
it Meaty depressed persons canIs a certainty that they'll always get
their not perform their work effecman')
tively. They may • appear irrita-
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victory inu
else to bring
team and g
we were i
Wake Fores
said
Wel
following a
loss to to
Carolina.
The los
straight an.
seven ga :in eniginat.,

Humanely Speaking

Let's Stay Well

Funny

-Ni
By

bie and critical, especiaUy ii
themselves and their accomplishments They often resist
treatment and refuse to see a
physician Insomnia may be a
prominent symptom, as-well as
aches and pains, especially
headaches
The depressed victim often
feels that he is faced with an insoluble problem. Sail as severe
financial loss and resultant insecurity, the death of a near
relative, the km of his lobt or a
life-threatening disealie. The
researchers believe that such
negative expectations in a
depressed person indicate
stronger danger of suicide.
While medication is helpful in
elevating mood, every effort
must he made to restore KIM
reasonable basis for hope, osstoring a desire to live. With
hopelessness at a target
syinptorn. tape working with a
depressed person may well
avert a suicide crisis end save a
life

Q Mr. LL. has trouble putting
drops regularly in his eyes for
glaucoma as his physician has
advised and would hke information about a salve or other form
of medication
A It is important to treat
glaucoma reguiarly. I suggest
that you ask yow physician
about your trying a tiny, thin,
oval-shaped wafer that can be
placed under the eyelid The
medication (pilocarpine) is automa tica ly released slowly
throughout the day. usually requiring even smaller doses of the
medicine. Each disk contains
enough medication for seven
days This new treatment device
is called the Ocusert Ocular
Therapeutic System. a product
of Alta Pharmaceuticals in Palo
Alto Calif
Q MRS.inquires whether we
can eyed as a result of medical
advances a great increase in life
expectancy and a considerable

One

BIASINGAME
increase in the number of aged
persons in ow society.
A: The rate of increase of life
expectancy in the United States
has slowed. In the first half of
this century, expectancy at birth
rose from 40 to years, largely
through the reduction of deaths
from infectious diseases in
children and infant rnatality
from other causes The third
quarter of this century brought a
modent increase of 31 years in
the life span.Only slight program
has been made in infklencing the
course of the chronic degenerative disemes such as hardening
of the arteries Changes in the
immune and enzyme systems
with aging nave nal pen tittered
through research In view of the
current state of our knoiwledge.
expectancy will probably
change little during the next few
decades unless IMO drama*
breaktiwoupji discoveries table
Mare

One

One

Alt
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North Carolina Edges
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Will the real Wake Forest
basketball team please stand
up?
At the beginning of the
season, the Demon Deacons
couldn't lose for winning. Now
they can't win for losing.
"Right now, we just need a
victory more than anything
else to bring out the best in the
team and get us back where
we were in the beginning,"
Wake Forest Coach Carl Tacy
Wednesday
said
night
following an 88-85 overtime
loss to fourth-ranked North
Carolina.
The loss was the fifth
straight and sixth ir the last
seven games for Wake Forest,
an enigmatic team that at one

Auction Held
DENVER (AP) - Furniture and equipment seized
from the now defunct Denver
Spurs hockey team were
auctioned off by the city of
Denver for an estimated
$42,000 Wednesday.
The financially troubled
World Hockey Association
franchise abruptly left Denver
four weeks ago and turned up
in Ottawa. Left behind were
$62,699 in delinquent taxes and
several thousand unhappy
season-ticket holders.
About 500 persons attended
the auction at McNichols
Sports Areana. Among items
auctioned off were a dozen
hockey sticks, which went for
$25.

time had a 10-0 record and a
place in the nation's Top Ten.
The Deinon Deacons included North Carolina, North
Carolina State and Maryland,
three formidable Atlantic
Coast Conference colleagues,
among their victims earlier in
the year.
But unfortunately two of the
*games did not count in the
league standings and as a
result, the onetime giant
killers are saddled with a 1-5
ACC record and a dismal
outlook for the near future.
"I think when you're in a
winning rather than a losing
streak like we've been in, you
have a better chance of pulling
out a game like we had
tonight," Tacy said. "I think
the team gave it everything
they had and played well."
In other games involving
ranked teams,seventh-ranked
Maryland beat eighth-ranked
North Carolina State 102-84;
10th-ranked Notre Dame
routed DePaul 89-68 and No. 20
Virginia
Tech
crushed
William and Mary 105-79.
Mitch Kupchak scored 26
points and Tom LaGarde
added 19 to help North
Carolina squeeze the life out of
Wake Forest. Kupchak and
LaGarcie combined for five
vital points in the overtime
period as the Tar Heels outscored the Deacons 11-8.
The regulation game ended
with the score tied at 77 as
Wake Forest's Skip Brown
missed what could have been
the winning basket in the last
two seconds. The victory gave
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1 2 Price
Men's Sport Hats - /
1 2 Price
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North Carolina an ACCleading 6-1 record and a 14-2
record overall.
Guards John Lucas and Mo
Howard combined for 59
points, with Lucas equaling
his career high with 34, as
Maryland beat North Carolina
By FRANK BROWN
State.
AP Sports Writer
"This is a particular good
Ed Bush, the recently
win for us coming off two
appointed coach of the Kansas
losses,"
straight
said
City Scouts, said he had no
Lefty
Maryland
Coach
reason to be the disappointed
Driessel. "I think it proves we
coach of the Kansas City
still have an excellent team."
Scouts
a 9-3
Adrian Dantley moved into
thrashing at the hands of the
second place on the all-time
Minnesota North Stars for his
Notre Dame scoring list with
team's 13th consecutive loss.
31 points to lead the Fighting
"cm not going to get
Irish past DePaul. Russell
discouraged or downhearted,"
Davis converted 19 free
he said after his debut behind
throws and scored 27 points to
the bench et the National
pace Virginia Tech past
Hockey League's secondWilliam and Mary.
worst team. "I've got to work
with them. That's what I'm
here for."
By The Associated Press
The North Stars got a threeEAST
goal„performance from Pierre
Cheyney 70, E Stroudsburg
Jarry and two others from
68, OT
CCNY 61, Fordham 52
Ernie Hicke to pace the routConnecticut 73, Holy Cross 69
hardly an auspicious start for
Delaware 66, Lehigh 59
George Washington 93, Navy
a rookie coach.
71
,•
Bush kept up his spirits as
Rider 82, Buc)crfeli 68
well as he could. "This was
Syracuse 56, 'Temple 51
Vermont 95, Brandeis 73
actually my first look at the
team other than one pracSOUTH
Clemson 89, Furman 65
tice," since taking over fron
Fairmont _51._115, Alderson
Rep Guidolin, who resigned
Broaddus 62
the post last Wednesday.
Louisville 83, Dayton 74
Marshall 83, LIU 82
"Maybe it's a good way to see
Maryland 102. N Carolina
them."
S34
N Carolina U. Wake Foxes'
It was a strange reversal of
15, OT
roles, with the North Stars S Carolina 75, Kent ST 61
Tenn, St 56, Ala, A&M 50
who were pounded so often by

Scouts' Coach Still
Has Hope For His Club

.-despite

College Results

Virginia Tech 105, Wm and
Nary 79
W Virginia 71, Virginia 58
W Virginia St 86, Concord 82

MIDWEST
Bowling Green 101, Cleveland
it 66
Cent Michigan 66, Ball St 64
Dakota Wesleyan 69, Dakota
it 5'7
Detroit 103, Wayne St 67
E Michigan 83, N Illinois 70
Kansas St BA, Iowa St 66
Missouri 72, Oklahoma 58
Nebraska 52, Oklahoma St 48
Notre Dame 89, DePaul 68
Toledo 79, Ohio U 75
W Michigan 82, Miami 68

SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 92, Texas Tech

86 2
OT
Baylor 71, TCU 68
N Texas 93, Wis-Parkside 88
SMU 90, Rice 67
Texas A&M 72, Texas 60

similar scores earlier in the
year - administering the
sound beating. Their coach,
Ted Harris, is a rookie too; he
was gracious in victory.
"We played too loose," he
said, despite the club's
reaching a season scoring

high. We made mistakes we
shouldn't be making. We were
lucky to get the goals we did."
Rangers 3,Sabres 3
The Rangers blew three
leads and saw their winless
streak extended to seven
games, and only a sparkling
36-save performance by goalie
Dune Wilson held off the
potent Buffalo offense.
Phil Esposito led New York
with a goal and an assist in
becoming the NHL's sixthleading all-time scorer
passing Montreal great Jean
Beliveau by scoring his 1,220th
and 1,221st points.
Capitals 4,Seals 2
The Capitals, who went 25
games without a victory until
last Friday, won theifsecond
game in three tries on thirdperiod goals within three
minutes by Gerry Meehan,
Hartland Monahan and
Harvey Bennett.
Black Hawks 7,Flames 3
Grant Mulvey scored two
goals to lead Chicago's
runaway victory over Atlanta.
The Black Hawks have lost
only once in the last 16 games;
that was to the Rangers seven
games ago.
Islanders 3, Maple Leafs 2
Ralph Stewart's third.
period goal gave the Islanders
their fifth victory in a row.
Garry Howatt and Bryan
Trottier also tallied for New
York; Lanny McDonald and
Errol Thompsona for Toronto.

At
Mimi We

Awe.

By The Associated Press
The Boston Celtics have won
12 National Basketball
championships
Association
with a basketful of talent, but
their biggest asset through the
years has been something
intangible.
It's called "pride" - and
that's what the Celtics used to
beat the Atlanta Hawks
Wednesday night, according
to Cotton Fitzsimmons.
"Celtics pride turned it
around," said the Atlanta
coach after losing a 110-99
decision at the Boston Garden
Wednesday night.
"They were ripe for a
beating. We had a tough game
in New York Tuesday night,
but I felt if we could control
the tempo we had a good
chance. We &d-: right up to
the third period.
"They broke our patterns
with their pushing and
shoving. The difference in the
game was Celtics' pride.

Savlicek and Charlie Scott
led a balanced attack with 17
points each and Boston
erupted for 69 points in the
second half as the Celtics
posted their fourth consecutive victory and seventh
in the last eight games.
Rockets 148,Cavaliers 93
Houston, led by Calvin
Murphy, outscored Cleveland
17-2 in the first five minutes of
the third quarter and rallied to
beat the Cavaliers. Murphy
scored 25 points overall.
Bulls 87,Pistons 84
Jack Mann hit 11 of his 16
points in the fourth quarter to
heV Chicago beat Detroit. The

victory was only the 14th in 45
games for the Bulls, who have
the poorest record in the
league.
Braves 128, Jazz 112
Randy scored 34 points, Bob
McAdoo 31 and Jim McMillian
26 to lead Buffalo past New
Orleans.
Laken 121,Suns 118
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 28 points and blocked
several shots in the fourth
quarter to lead Los Angeles
past Phoenix.
Blazers 124,Soaks 104
-Geoff Petrie poured in 24
points to pace Portland over
Seattle.

Friday Night

Seafood Buffet

Boston Coach Tom Heinsohn
was leas romantic in his
asssessment ofthe game.
"Paul Silas and John
Havlicek turned the rhythm
around for us in the third
period," he said. "That gave
us momentum. After we
gained the lead, Steve
Glenn
Kuberski
and
McDonald came in and broke
it open. They got us running."
In the other NBA games,the
Houston Rockets beat the
Cleveland Cavaliers 106-93;
the Chicago Bulls stopped the
Detroit Pistons 87-84; the
Buffalo Braves outscored the
New Orleans Jazz 126-112; the
Los Angeles Lakers trimmed
the Phoenix Suns 121-118 and
the Portland Trail Blazers
Seattle
whipped
the
SuperSonics 124-104.

5:00 - 8:30 p.m.
This week .featuring a feast
fir for a k ing:
•Stvffsd Shrimp •
•Scailops
*Shrimp
Mates
•Red Swapper
*Oysters

*Catfish
*White loans
*Cols Slaw
•Ihishpoppias
•frsock Fuss

i(vediatiA
or
MURRAY

Where Dining is a Pleasure
7644188$

Hwy.841 S.

NAN ROBBINS F srmg

FAR WEST
Kansas 51, Colorado 50

TENNIS
PHILADELPHIA - Topseeded Jimmy Connors beat
former U.S. Davis Cup captain Dennis Ralston 6-4, 6-0 in
the $115,000 U.S. Indoor
Professional Tennis Championships.
CHICAGO - Virginia Wade
defeated Kathy May 6-4, 6-3 to
advance to the quarter-finals
in a $75,000 Women's Pro
Tournament.

B. Multi-color floral print
scoop neck sleeveless top, 828

Multicolor
floral print shirt jacket, 1158
Multitolor floral print pants, $34
A. Two tone dot and stripe
short sleeve crew neck meets., $36
Two tone dot
long sleeve cardigan, $48
Solid cotes
Ultresilk six gore skirt, 936

Male High Ranked
First In Cage Poll
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)Louisville Male High School
was the unanimous choice for
top ranking on the Associated
Press Kentucky High School
Basketball Poll.
A panel of Kentucky sports
writers chose Louisville
Ballard second in the poll,
despite its 77-70 loss to Shelby
County
Tuesday
night.
Lexington Henry Clay was
rated third, with Shelby
County in fourth position on
the strength of that defeat of
Ballard.
Newport Catholic took fifth
ranking on the poll, with
Louisville Shawnee sixth.
Another Louisville team,
Central was ranked seventh.
Lexington Bryan Station,
another top team which lost
Tuesday night, managed to
get the eighth spot on the poll,
with Lexington Tates Creek
rittith and Louisville Trinity
rounding out the top ten.
Lexington Catholic, the
team that beat Bryan Station
Tuesday, was rated eleventh,
Ashland twelfth, and Bath
County 13th.
The state's only undefeated
team, McCreary County, was
ranked only 14th, despite its
spotless record, with Harrison
County 15th.

Crisis 8.
;Our motion Center

Create your
own fashion mood in
classically styled Dalton Separates.
Dalton women have a special style all their own
a look that projects understated quality and chic

The whisper of timeless elegance in these separates
adds an experience to your life that any discriminating
woman would enjoy See the entire
Dalton collection, sizes 8 to 18
there she
is again
in a

C Solid color short
raglan sleeve top, 936
Two tone rig rag long sleeve
jacket with scarf, $64
Two tone rig zee
mitered stripe A-line skirt, $36

Shop

Settle-Workman

Celtics Use Pride To
Get Win Over Hawks

I l'11

74 h

For the Entire Family
We appreciate your business

•

D. Multi-color swirl
print long sleeve shirt, 1138
Solid color
Ultrasitic shirt lecke'. 170
Solid color
Uttratilk pull-on pants, 934

•
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EVEN THE GREAT ONES FAIL—From looking, you would
probably think Jesse Williams (40) of the Racers chalked up
two points on this shot. He didn't. The ball rolled off the rim. It
was just one of four shots Williams missed as he finished with
32 points.

MOH
Now Open
24Hrs.
7Days
A Week
*Major Brand Gasoline
*Independent Prices

%MOH
518 South 12th
Phone 753-1615

points, grab more than her share of
rebounds, and make everyone wonder why
she wasn't out there in the first place.
Sindy had better get out there in a hurry
before Sandy takes completely over.
A once injured Debbie Hayes found her
way back onto the basketball court. Debbie
had suffered a knee injury and was out the
entire first half of the season.
Debbie played like the Debbie of last year.
Popping the basket from all corners of the
floor. But, alas, Debbie left late in the game
after pulling the injured knee.
The Lady Racers looked pretty good as
they drove past the Kentucky State College
squad 66-49. Let's hope they can keep it up.

EDITOR'S
NOTE
—
Calloway
County
High
School's James Wells, a freshman center for the University
of Dayton, had 14 points and
eight rebounds for the Flyers
In their loss in Freedom Hall
Wednesday night to the
University of Louisville.
Wells, a 6-9 prep AllAmerican, scored 12 points in
the final half. Several of his
high school teammates of last
year attended the game.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Louisville Coach Denny Crurn
didn't pass out compliments
after his Cardinals had to
come from behind to defeat
upstart Dayton 83-74 in a
college basketball game
Wednesday night.
"I couldn't convince our
guys that a 9-7 club could
come in here and beat us,"
Crum said. "We weren't
Coach Dew Drop Rowlett had to go to her
mentally ready. If we were
bench last night to try and fill the void left
hustling, they wouldn't have
under the basket by Mounts and Macovik.
gotten all those 18-footers."
But she didn't have far to go. Sandy
Dayton, now 9-8, took adMacovik, Sindy's twin sister, stepped right
vantage of a sluggish
in and filled that forward position to the hilt.
Louisville defense to cash in
Sandy proceded to score a game high 24
on those 18-footers that Crum
mentioned. The Flyers took an
early 14-7 lead and allowed
Louisville just one lead — at
29-28 — in the first half.
That lead lasted only
seconds as Dayton's Johnny
Davis canned another 18footer for a 30-29 lead.
By The Associated Press
game ended, Boucha left the scoring.
Louisville finally won the
The Cleveland Crusaders ice, dressed and left the
Phoenix lost star forward game when reserve Stanley
won a game they almost didn't building.
Michel Cormier with a torn Bunton — "he played a fine
play
Wednesday night.
-Naturally, I'm quite knee ligament.
game," Crum noted — and
Unsettled by two late paydays curious about what he was
Aeros 6, Oilers 5
guard Phillip Bond each hit
— and other difficulties, ac- thinking about," said Saints
Rookie Rich Preston broke critical three-point plays in
cording to team Captain Paul Coach Harry Neale. "All I past Edmonton defenseman the final three minutes.
Shmyr — the team voted to know is that I looked up and Al Hamilton and scored with
Bunton's basket and free
boycott its scheduled contest saw him skating out the door, 40 seconds remaining, giving throw put Louisville ahead for
against
Cincinnati and when we got into the Houston its victory.
the
good at 75-72 with 3:02 to play;
Stingers and relented only dressing room, he was like a
Al Hamilton, Tim Sheehy, Bond's stretched the margin
when its paychecks came ghost from "Gone With the Bill Laing, John Rogers and to to 80-74 with just 1:39
through.
Wind," a missing person."
Doug Barrie scored for remaining.
Winnipeg got two goals from Edmonton, which outshot
Crum did have something
Houston 43-28. Larry Lund nice to say about guard Rick
"If the money was not in the center Ulf Nilsson.
Roadrunners 5,Cowboys 0
bank ... we were definitely not
scored twice for Houston Wilson, who led Louisville
Gary Kurt stopped 22 shots along with Gordie Howe — with 23 points, one more than
going to play," said Shmyr,
who added, "a lot of players.. while five players scored who was honored before the Dayton's Ervin Giddings.
are not happy right now with a goals as Phoenix stopped game by the Oilers and the
"Wilson was one of the few
lot of things and the money Calgary.
city of - -Edmonton — Jan who really hustled," Crum
The Roadrunners broke to a Popiel and Don Larway.
situation is only one of them."
said. "We had guys standing
2-0 first period lead off goals Whalers e, Racers 4
around. With few exceptions,
Shmyr apparently was by Gary Veneruzzo and Jim
Larry Lund scored a goal in it was just plain lack of effort,
referring to the departure by Boyd, with Ron Huston, each period to help New hustle and intensity."
mutual agreement of goalie Robbie Ftorek and Pekka England end a six-game
Despite Crum's protests,
Gerry Cheevers, who obtained Rautakaillo closing out the winless streak
Louisville did win the game,
his release from the club
its sixth in a row, and pushed
Tuesday.
Congratulations to the Murray High girls'
basketball team in their recent victory over
the Calloway County Lakers.
What was thought to be a close game,
being tied 14-14 at the half, turned out to be a
runaway with the Murray girls topping 3926.
Tammy Boone and Mary Ann Littleton
really triggered the Murray squad in the
second half. Littleton has already proven
her defensive ability but she doubled that
Proof Monday night.
Mary Ann stole passes, forced turnovers,
and grabbed an endless number of rebounds
while running mate Tammy Boone found the
hoop about every time she put the ball in the
air.
Better watch this Murray High team.

Crusaders Win Contest That
Came Near Being Boycotted

Fighting Saints 6, Jets 2
Paul Holmgren and Mike
Walton scored two goals each
for Minnesota while Fighting
Saints center Henry Boucha
disappeared.
About 15 minutes before the

as record to a commendable
13-4.
"We did some things tonight
as well as we've done all year,
especially on offense," said
Dayton's Don Donoher. "But
we couldn't stop the Cards at
the other end."
Louisville hit 57 per cent of
its shots to Dayton's fine 51.6,
but held only a 32-31
rebounding edge. For that,
Crum singled out his 6 11
center, Ricky Gallon.
"Gallon thinks he's 5-11
instead of 6-11," Crum said.
"I was dogging it," Gallon
admitted. "I can't understand

Dinar or Dollar
Bowling League
Teem
W
Crawford Shell
46
Smith Poultry
40
Steely ili Qark Con.
71/
Complete Auto Repair
36
D.& D. Body Shop
36
Murray Fed. Savings & lams 36
Shoemaker Seed Co
M
McClinton Auto Electric
34
Roberts Realty
32
Astro Car Wadi
31
Burger Queen
31
Corvette lanes
30
High Team Game(SC)
Shoemaker Seed Co.
Smith Poultry
Smith Poultry
High Team Game(HC)
Shoemaker Seed Co
Smith Poultry
Smith Poultry
High Team Series(SC)
Shoemaker Seed Co
D. h D. Body Shop
Smith Poultry
141101 Teem Series(BC)
Shoemaker Seed Co
D. & D. Body Shop
Smith Poultry
High Ind. Game(SC)
Jean Bland
Jeanette Williams
WI
Lois Smith
1911
High Ind. Game(NC)
Jean Bland
WI
Lois Smith
,..341
Jeanette Williams
734
High lot Series(SC)
Jeanette Wiaims
522
Pat Scott
525'
Lois Smith
11111

23.2

High lad-Serie;(BC)
Jew Bland
IdsSmith
.1msettoWMIame
High Averages
SW=Ries
Mr/Smith
Patftou
Jaisselte Williams

SEATTLE t AP) — Alan R.
Bonney was named Wednesday as the University of
Washington's track coach for
women.
Bonney coached women's
track at Syracuse University
the past five years as well as
the Syracuse Chargers, a
coeducational track club,
which won the Amateur
Athletic Union junior women's
national
cross-country
championship in 1974 and 1975.
Bonney replaces Rusty
Llewellyn, who resigned last
December to purse graduate
studies.
Bonney, 29, is a native of
Tucson, Ariz. He ran the 440yard dash and 440 intermediate hurdles while
attending Occidental, Calif.,
College. His coach there was
Dixon Farmer, now an
assistant to Washington men's
Coach Ken Shannon.
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BOWLING
KANSAS CITY — Johnny
Petraglia lead Earl Anthony
by 76 pins after two rounds of a
$'75,000 Pro Bowling Tournament.

Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

SA
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Meet the tough new

ON SELECTED
ALLCOVERINGS

JeeRCI's

SAVE 25% ON PRE-PASTED
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS WAUCOVERINGS
Choose from

over 500 patterns, styles and colors
in four lines of washable vinyl wallcoverings:
Handl-Hang, Fairview, Debut IV arid
Traditional.. Pre-pasted. some scrubbable,
some are even strippable, too On sale right now
at 25% off regular price

STAR OF THE GAME—Sandy Macovik (23) was the star of
the game for the Lady Racers in their 66-49 win over Kentucky
State Wednesday. In her first start of the season, she scored
24 points and hod 26 rebounds.

The Jeep CJ-5 with years of
tough, gutsy performance has
a well-earned reputation as
one of the most versatile,
capable vehicles ever built.
Now it has a rival—the brandnew CJ-7. All Jeep toughnes4.
and stamina.CJ-7 is bigger and
roomier than the CJ-5. And

with CJ-7, you can get automatic transmission and QuadraTrac: the option that gives you
4-wheel drive when you need
it, automatically.
See the difference 30 years
of 4-wheel drive know-how
makes in the great new Jeep
"CJ's"—CJ-5 and CJ-7.

191 Jeep.
Come in and see Jeep value
close up...

Cain's, AMC,Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Rood. 7S3-6448 Murray

SWIM up to
ON FANFARE FLOCK WALLPAPER

Sandy Macovik Paces
Lady Racers To Win
Sandy Macovik is what you
might call a pressure player.
The 5-11 junior center for the
Murray State women's
basketball team had played
sparingly all season and
watched as her twin sister,
Sindy, dominated the scoring
all year.
Sindy hurt her knee and was
not able to play Wednesday
night. So in came Sandy.
All Sandy did was set a
school record 26 rebounds and
fired in a game-high 24 points
in pacing the Lady Racers to a
66-49 victory over Kentucky
State.
It was a close game for the
first half, with Murray never
really pulling away until
midway through the second
half.
Murray led by as muelias 10
points in the first half, saw the
lead dwindle to just four and
then at halftime, the Racers
were on top 24-18.
But behind the strong inside
work of Macovik, the Racers

Choose front pre-tronwneel prepassed stoppable hocks in sob
lusurlous textured patterns

managed to out-physical the
small and quick Kentucky
State team in the second half.
Three Racers just missed
twin figures. Jana Jones,
Cindy Leimbach and Roxan
Maddix all had nine points.
Leimbach pulled off 10
rebounds before fouling out.
The Lady Racers are now 85 on the season and will play at
Kentucky Wesleyan Saturday.
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l, but I didn't come to play. I
don't know where my mind
was tonight . . . somewhere
else."
Gallon scored 11 points and
grabbed nine rebounds.
Teammate Wesley Cox scored
20 points but collected just
three rebounds. And freshman
forward Larry Williams, a
sensation of late, was held
scoreless and had just one
rebound.
"We're not ready," Crum
repeated. "We've done it
before arid we'll probably do it
again. We're just not mentally
ready to play."

Women's Coach

Bowling
Standings
ilttaillMWW1dMbir

"Jackie Jo broke her toe on her way to
Mexico. And on the way back, she broke her
back,going down the railroad track."
That just a little ditty, absolutely free of
charge, to describe how Jackie Jo Mounts
feels right now. Jackie Jo was the starting
center for the Murray State Lady Racers.
Jackie heads the growing injured list for
the Ladies. She sustained a broken left index
finger in the first few minutes of the MSUMorehead game this past weekend.
Surgery was performed to insert a pin and
according to the Racer medical staff, Jackie
will be out the rest of the season.
Jackie had previously suffered a pulled
muscle and missed several games prior to
the holidays.
Moving on down the injured list, we find
Sindy Macovik. Sindy, a starting forward,
also received an injury during the Morehead
bout. The injury to her left knee prevented
her from playing in the Kentucky State
game last night.
Sindy is expected to be back in action on
Saturday night when the Lady Racers travel
to Owensboro to take on Kentucky Wesleyan
College.

ai mes Wells Scores 14
In Loss To Cardinals
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Blasingame
Pa-ce Racers To Victory

to play. I
my mind
somewhere

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

points and
rebounds.
Cox scored
lected just
d freshman
illiams, a
was held
d just one

Zach Blasingame walked
through the tunnel. Upon
entering the "Blue Room,"
the 6-3 junior forward for
Murray State sat down on a
bench and grabbed a couple of
oranges.
Grover Woolard walked
past: "Gee Zach, I didn't
know you could run like that,"
Woolard laughed Blasingame,
still trying to eat the orange,
grunted his approval.

dy," Crum
• done it
obably do it
lot mentally

Then in came Jesse
Williams. He too grabbed an
orange and then slammed a
towel on the floor. "We played
like we didn't have any brains
out there," said the senior
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NO ADVANTAGE HERE-6-5 Kenny Mullin (41) of Mississippi College finds no advantage over
510 freshman guard Paul Smith (TS)of the Racers as Smith drives in for bucket.
(54a4f Kees by Mi.inagsa)

Smith Came Close To
Setting New Record
By Joe Tom Erwin
MSU Sports Publicity
Paul Smith was only six
away from tying Murray
State's record for consecutive
free throws when he missed on
his 23rd attempt Monday night
at Tennessee Tech.
A 5-10 freshman guard from
Simpsonville who played prep
basketball at Shelby County
High School; Smith has played
in every one of Murray's 15
games thus far and has
started the last three at East
Tennessee. Tennessee Tech,
and the last Racer home
game.
He began his free throw

streak in the second game of
the season when he hit 8 of 8
while directing Murray's fourcorner offense late in the
game. He added two in each
the Tennessee Wesleyan, Oral
Roberts
and
Missouri
Southern games before going
three games without an opportunity.
On his 15th try, against
Austin Peay, the ball hit the
back of the rim and bounced
twice before falling through,
the only one in his string that
hadn't hit the bottom of the
net. He added another on the
one-plus opportunity and then
got four against Morehead and
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two against East Tennessee
before missing at Tennessee
Tech.
Smith's free throw shooting
is no fluke. He hit 87 per cent
of his tries while he was at
Shelby County. He also shot
better than 50 per cent from
the field, a mark he hasn't yet
been able to match at Murray.
"It's a lot harder getting Shots
away in college," he says,
"players are bigger and faster
and you face so many different defenses. It's also hard
to come off the bench and
shoot well. After you've been
in a while, or if you start, you
get used to a game, lose your
tenseness, and shoot better."
Smith averaged 18.8 points a
game at Shelby County when
he was a senior, 14.0 as a
junior, and 8.9 as a
sophomore.
He
was
playrnaker for the team and
broke all the school's assist
records.
Until his starts in the last
two Racer games,his play had
been limited largely to the
final minutes when he
directed the four-corner to
protect a lead or when the
Racers appeared hopelessly
beaten.
In his first start at East
Tennessee, he hit 4 of 5 field
goal attempts and 2 of 2 from
the line for 10 points. At
Tennessee Tech, he hit 2 of 5
and 0 of 1 for 4 points. His
average for the season is 3.1.
Smith is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Smith, of Simpsonville.

Leads Nation

Price aspires Febreary 16, 1/15

1

in the second half and finished
with 22 in the contest as he hit
nine of 11 field goal attempts.
Williams canned 14 of 18 shots
in one of his best shooting
nights ever and also added
four of four from the free
throw line.
"Zach gave us a little spark
there," Overton laughed as he
patted Blasingame on the
rear.
"Without that, our fire
[night have gone out."
Even though the Racers
shot over 50 per cent and had
30-22 rebounding edge, nobody
on the team was bragging
about how well the game was
played.
"They sure weren't an
Austin Peay," Blasingame

Racer Women's Track
Season Opens Saturday

It

RINGS

stalwart who Ifiad just scored
32 points as Murray State
managed to defeat lowly
Mississippi College 76-73.
"It was about the most
unenjoyable game I've ever
played," Williams added. The
crowd of some 3,000 fans
probably thought it was the
most unenjoyable game
they've ever watched too.
But Coach Fred Overton
wasn't really worried about it.
You see, Jim Richards was
there scouting and he also
brought several of his players
with him too. And with
Murray playing at Western
Kentucky Saturday in a key
showdown, Richards certainly
didn't see too much.
Blasingame scored 14 points

KANSAS CITY ( AP) —
Kentucky State's basketball
Learn leads the nation's small
colleges in team field goal
percentage, according to
statistics released by the
National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics.
Kentucky State has hit 62.5
per cent of its field goals
through 13 games to outrank
runnerup Allen University of
South Carolina, which is
averaging 59.7 per cent.
Three Kentucky State
players are listed among the
NAIA's top 15 percentage
shooters. Gerald Cunningham
is third with a 71.5 norm,
Lewis Linder is ninth at 65.4
and Roy Smith is 13th with

Young and inexperienced.
That's the best way to sum
up the Murray State women's
track team which will open its
season Saturday at the
Memphis State
Indoor
Invitational.
Teams entered besides
Murray State and the hosts
include Western Kentucky,
Mississippi College for
Women, Florida State and
Mississippi College(the same
school the Racers played in
basketball Wednesday).
"We have 37 people out for
track this year," said Coach
Margaret Simmons.
"We're not in shape yet. We
have a lot of sore legs and sore
bodies. Our indoor program is
just to keep the interest going
between cross country and
outdoor track seasons.
"If we had an indoor
facility, not only would we
have a stronger track
program but it would help
bring a lot of other schools
here for meets and also help
our recruiting," Simmons
added.
There will be 10 events held
Saturday. The first will be the
50-yard hurdles.
Entered in the hurdles for
the Racers will be Karen
Wilson, a freshman from
Charlestown, Ind.; Gabriel
Black, a freshman from
Clarksville;
and
Judy
Duncan, a freshman from
Morganfield.
In the 50-yard dash, Murray
entrees include freshman
Susan McFarland of Owensboro, freshman Judy Morton
of Owensboro and Karen
Wilson.
Murray should be strong in
the 440 with a couple of
"veterans" entered. Running
the quarter for the Racers will
be sophomore Kathy Schafer
of Louisville, sophomore
Jewell Hayes of Louisville and
sophomore Joan Weber of St
Genevieue, Mo.
Kathy Shafer, Hayes and
freshman Marsha Luckett of
Owensboro will be entered in
the 880-yard dash.
Freshman Anne Moore of
Frankfort and sophomore
Carol Schafer of Louisville, a
twin sister of Kathy Shafer.
will be running the mile.
Moore and Carol Schafer will
also run in the two-mile race.
The mile-relay team will be
composed of Kathy Schafer,

Hayes, Weber and Carol
Schafer.
In the field events, senior
Sue Sewing of Jackson, Mo.,
should be one of the favorites
in the shot put. Also entered
for Murray in the shot put
event are freshman Kim
Coates of Madisonville and
freshman Teri Gillenwalters
of Ironton,Oh.'
In
the
long
jump,
McFarland, freshman Jackie
Anderson of Evansville and

freshman Kathy Kuegel of
Owensboro are the enterees.
The final event is the high
jump. Murray's entrants in
that event are Judy Duncan,
Carol Schafer and sophomore
Ave Wilson of Madisonville.
"It's really a wait-and-see
matter," Simmons said.
"We really don't know that
much about them because we
have so many kids who are
new in the program," the
Racer coach added.

Ruled Ineligible
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky
wrestler Jimmy Carr, a
standout performer as a
freshman last year, has been
ruled ineligible for a year by
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association because
of a question concerning
Carr's high school transcript.
Two grades on that transcript were apparently lost
when Carr transferred from
East High in Erie, Pa., to
Woodford County High in

crowd perhaps more than
anybody else on the floor.
"The thing you have to
have, and we fought it all day,
is that when you are playing a
non-conference team during
the conference season, unless
they are a noted power, you
play to about 10 per cent of
your
ability," Overton
analyzed.
"I think we were playing
Western Kentucky out there.
Everybody on the team and
the coaching staff thought we
would go out and blow
Mississippi College off the
floor.
"If you're going to blow a
team off, you have to do it with
strong defensive and good
board play. We left our
defense up at Tennessee Tech.
"It's like one of those days
when you just can't get up and
go to work but you go anyhow.
You'd been better off if you'd
just went ahead and stayed in
bed and watched "As the
World Turns" and the rest of
those soap operas," Overton
added.
An, but it's still a win, the
sixth of the season for the
Racers.
"Yep, it's still a win. Who'll
know 20 years from now?"
Overton added.
Williams wasn't very excited when informed he had
scored 32 points.
"I ain't gonna be excited
until we win the conference.
When we play a bad team, we
play bad. But we'll be up for
Western Saturday.. and they
better be up for us."
•
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OLYMPICS
INNSBRUCK, Austria —
Denmark and Andorra pulled
out of the 1976 Winter
Olympics.

753-1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. in, to insure ,
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before
6 p. m.

Youth Revivals
Jan. 26-Feb. 1

Murray Church of
the Nazarene
Doran Rd.

•1964 Graduate
of C.alleway High
Scheel
*Son of Mr. IL
Mrs. Sharman Borders
Rev. Michael Howard

Nev. 101:6•01 II•word

Services: Monday thru Saturday 7:30 p.m.,Sunday 10:45 a.m.
and 6:00 p.m.

Lead Conference

ST. LOUIS( AP) — A pair of
Louisville players, Ricky
Gallon and Danny Brown,lead
the Metro-6 Conference in
field goal percentage and free
throw percentage, according
to figures released by the
conference.
Gallon has hit on 62.7 per
cent of his field goals while
Brown has converted 87 per
cent of his free throw attempts.
In other statistical areas.
Gallon ranks ninth in scoring
with a 15.1 average, while
64.0.
teammate Wesley Cox is 10th
with a 14.1 average. Gallon is
Pikeville College ranks 15th
in field goal percentage with a seventh in rebounding with 7.
51.9 norm.
a game.
In
other
Louisville also leads team
categories,
Georgetown College is Ilth in figures in field goal and free
team free throw shooting at throw percentage, with
75.9 per cent, while Berea figures of 50.1 and 75.0.
College ranks fourth in team respectively. The Cardinals
rebounding by grabbing 59 per also rank fourth in offense.
cent of the rebounds available third in defenne and fifth in
per game.
rebounding.

said of Mississippi College.
They slowed the ball down on
offense and it caused our
defense to have to play at a
slower pace. When that
happens, we aren't as alert on
defense as We should be,"
Blasingame said.
"But you can count on us
being ready for Western,"
Blasingame added with a grin.
Murray led 36-26 at halftime
and in the second half, led by
as much as 12 before the
Choctaws outscored the
Racers 6-0 over a threeminute span late in the game
to cut the lead to 72-69.
It was 75-71 after 5-8
sophomore guard Larry Bibb
of Louisville ripped in a 20footer with just 15 seconds left.
Bibb stole an inbounds pass
and hit a five-footer with
seven seconds left to make it
75-73.
The Choctaws fouled in the
final second and Woolard hit a
free throw to put the final
score of 76-73 on the board.
"I think Bibb had something
against us," Overton said.
"Maybe he wanted to come to
school here and got mad at us
because we didn't recruit
him," Overton said of the 5-8
dynamo who impressed the

Don Hammond-Song Evangelist
ON Tiff TIP—Jesse Williams of the Racers goes up high and
tips in a missed shot by Jeff Hegires on a fastbreak. The
Racers defeated Mississippi College 76.73 Wednesday night.

on Friday, Saturday, S. Sanday morning
services
Joseph McCaffry, Pastor

(Sten KM* by lib Orsodse)

Morgan,Trevathan 8t Gunn,Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-10S E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of hilveray, Calloway Cogatty and Aurora

The Number To Call

753-6434
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State Awaiting Go-Ahead Before
Putting Blackbird Plan In Effect
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of
use
being offered at no charge by
and for spreading a lung
banned.
the Division of Speech and
disease in humans known as
bird
amplified
played
They
Hearing in the Department of
works histoplasmosis.
fire
shot
calls,
distress
and
Special Education
Kentucky Democratic Sens.
Into roosts, bulldozed trees
coordinated by The Cehter for
bait in the Walter Dee Huddleston and
poison
a
spread
and
Innovation and Development.
Wendell Ford told their
fields of farmers.
Ben Elliott of Dayton, Ohio,
colleagues before the bill
a regional representative for
passed that the number of
an international electronics
confirmed cases of the disease
company specializing in the
have increased drastically in
manufacture and sale of
the past few years.
phonic ear and phonic mirror
Harris said the state still
equipment used in auditory
plans to implement a birth
teaching, will exhibit and
control program for the birds.
demonstrate some of that
SAN FRANCISCO( AP)— A He said it would be a longequipment.
microsurgery team has range project the results of
His presentation will include reattached four fingers that which wouldn't be known for
the demonstration of such were chopped off a woman's several years.
equipment as the automatic
A sterilization bait would be
left hand by a machine last
speech playback, the delayed week,a local hospital reported spread in fields, which farauditory feedback, speech
mers claim are plucked clean
Wednesday.
trainers, hearing aids, and
feed and seed by the blackof
to
l
wonderfu
It's
fine.
feel
"I
FM auditory trainers.
fingers back," said birds.
my
have
The equipment has been
Martha Y. Carpenter. "I
designed to be specifically thought they were lost
helpful in working with forever."
children experiencing hanJack Eshleman, public
dicaps associated with mental relations officer for Ralph K.
retardation, hearing imDavies Medical Center, said
pariment, language and the doctors who performed the
communication difficulties,
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
15-hour operation believed it
of
House
state
and particular learning was the largest number of The
problems contributed to by fingers ever replanted at once. Representatives has passed a
16 the
poor auditory processing.
Eshleman said Miss Car- bill that makes age
No formal registration is penter, 25, of Milpitas, now minimum age for marriage.
required to attend the
Rep. Buddy Adams, Dhas feeling in all the fingers on
workshop.
hand and can wiggle Bowling Green, the measure's
left
her
Further information may be them if she wants.
sponsor, said the bill is in
obtained by calling Dee
n said that in the response to many marriages
Eshlema
Sutherland or Jim Sanders in operation two plastic surgeons involving young people, inEducation
Special
as age
the
and a hand specialist used cluding some as young
Building at Murray State microbinoculars that magnify 10.
University at(502)762-2446.
The bill allows a male or
25 times to sew together the
tiny blood vessels and nerves. female to marry with parental
16
He said the suture used is one- consent between the ages of
third the diameter of a human and 18, and allows the county
hair and the needle is so tiny judge to waive the 16-year-old
that forceps are needed to hold minimum age limit when the
girl is pregnant.
it.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
Slate officials-are awaiting a

bill after receiving criticism

Workshop
Planned
On Campus

Lost Fingers
Through Operation
Regained By Victim

Minimum Marriage
Age Would Be 16
Under Measure
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14 Dutch town
15 Emmet
16 Roman oft,cml
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38 Sea eight
39 Chapeau
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it itff
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48 Artic
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53Pero.04
land
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1 Edible seed
2 Electrified

Warehouse
Clean Out
Sale

2 Notice

These were pulled out of our
warehouse during in
and must be sold!

sc
Jet.

10-Steel Lavatories
Sets (isdsm 2 libs
5-Galvanized Laundry Tub -1-Iron Settee 8 Table Lawn Furniture Set
1-Aluminum Settee 8 2 Chairs
8 Table Lawn Set
20-Garbage Can Holders (is the bon)
1-White metal 66" Wall Cabinet

stand)

.

..

4-Metal Shower Stalls (Ofaeyed psd in -Se box) he 56195
1-37" Hot Pink Man-Made
Marble Vanity Top 1., S13
1-24" White Man-Made Marble Vanity Top keg ug vs
1-Eureka Upright Vacuum (iss Buds bew

si5 C,
$25

.20
s195
j

ei

$10

'in
10
( $35
V5
$10

18-3" Heat Tapes Ott Thersestat Reg. 53,5
18-3" Heat Tapes (wiliat Thermostats)
s25
hos
6-Used Gas Room Heaters menage&
$39
1-New Floor Furnace (Parts aissiag)
140,000 BTU Gas Room Heater *Its mum& Reg i149
45°
4-5 Gallon Pails of White Interior Latex Paint
2 Boxes-Odds 8 Ends of Bathroom Accessories 0.015c lo 51 95
5995
1-Child's Table wail 2 Choirs
1-5' Formica Counter Top
50-4' Lengths Pipe Insulation hg 51.25
10-5" Ceiling Drum Lights (idea Mr closets)
3-12" Round Hanging Light Fixtures Lid Price ”7%
$()95 ea
3-Brass Ceiling Light Fixtures
$995 and up
10-Range Hoods (odd colon led sues) Values le S1995
2-Mirrors with Stainless Steel Frames c.i.fs cricked)
15
,nu roll
5 Rolls-Aluminum Wire (12-2 oriffi rood)
1-48" White Bathroom Cabinet aess se damaged) Reg Ste .
10
1-5000 Watt Portable Heater Rog us
'425°
5995
2-1500 Watt, 110 Volt Portable Heaters
5495
j & Up
5-Baseboard Heaters (r I0
s25
1-30" Chuckwagon Type Range Hood
2-12" Cabinet Sections (hose) het $55
'225° ea
s15
1-42" Kitchen Cabinet 04„, ine dana914)
s25
liss too
1-30" Cabinet Section
s10
1-32" Cabinet Section
ii

1 Group-fuses,

ph, typo ad tom* typo

(15-2025-35 Ames)

Murray Supply
And
Wholesale
Electric Supply Co.
206 E. Main, Murray

NA1

BEI
Al

A
IN
Al'
1-1.1

TH

5' & 10'

AllItems As Is
Cash and Carry
Items Are Not Returnable
42 Dwell
43 Prefix distant
44 Macaw
45 Meccas in
47 Aar dorm
thud
49 Garden tool
50 Greek letter

AS OF Jar
am no I
sible for i
than my
H. Wilson

Phone 75.3-8194

B1

c",

II
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1. Legal Notrce

AS OF January 27, 1976 I
Mil no longer responsible for any debts other
than my own. Kenneth
• H. Wilson.

e

WHAT WE DO best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

2. Notice
January
Clearance

Sole
Up To

ca.

70% Off
King's
Den

25
10

2 Notice

.
V

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before"
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m.
the
day
before
publication.

PHONE NUMBERS
Friday
Is
Italian
Night

FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS

•

10

r

489 2740
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display.
Classified,Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.

'35
25
'10
95
25

ARE AS FOLLOWS

IP X in 311E,
2 Notice

ANTIQUE AUCTION
1 880's TOWN

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-1272.

10,000 ITEMS
Feb / 8 Mar 6 hp10-1 1
LOCATION.
THE Em
PORIUMS ACROSS FROM
CATFISH CORNER 8.
MILE SOUTH of
eitiNTUCK TERRITORY
ON HIGHWAY 641
RENTON KENTUCKY
PARTIAL LIST
OF ITEMS TO BE SOLD
Complete interiors of Gent ral
Store low Office Dili Goods
Store Drug Store Barber Shop.
Clock Shop Doctors Office,
Theater Bonk Dentist Off K.
hurt+ Watch Repair Shop Mu
urn and Saloon except ba,
.. oiled and beveled glass win
. as and doors Tiffany type
ailed shad- s
pool table
snook., tobie early wooden
telephone switchboard Wooden
Post Office all wood and stout
glass Wurlitzer
be boo
several fine clocks ,ado.
,
•fistot9
°rid figure eight forge roll.t.
Iron of lobar( o togs buggies
horse drown hearse and sled
round tables
desks
beds
chew, of all hinds credenzas
washstonds. dressers corner
cabinett. pettish rockers hall
tri es ice errant tables and
hairs fine pictures god oils
,.itg 51.0re inchan pump organ
c -id all kinds of light fixtures o
0 lure of a shark mods with
7,42 fossil shark teeth

2 h

"Cleaning Is •
Our Business"
WINK yea salmi swanks,
einineleat Sr service call as.
Ono* is Mort in kn.
bort. We lone SUOMI dearievs
and oilier clewing einipainit
fat root Si if yea prefer we
veal ciesm poet corPe" end
floors for yea.

753-7753

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency .,753-5131
Humane Society . .
753-4307
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens753-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and

The Ledger
Times

A

nd
FOUND FEMALE part
wire haired Terrier.
Four months old. Brown
brown
with
dark
markings. Founds
Monday in Keniana
Shores. Owner contact
753-4307 after 5.
FOUND PART Irish
Setter pa-pity found in
Fox
vacinity
of
Meadows Trailer Court.
Owner must identify.
Call 753-4307 after 5.
LOST MALE CAT. One of
its teeth goes backward.
Brown, white and black.
Lost near SCefith 10th.
Street. Call 753-8143.
Reward offered.

detailed list send stomped
v•If addressed t”..t.107.. to

Kointuck Auction Co

la

5 lost And Found

Pox 171 Benton By 17075
SC? 57' 'Alt

ea.

LOST YORKSHIRE
Terrier in vicinity of
Wiswell Road and
Danbury Road. Call 7536122.

17 Vdt.taum Cleirier\

22

FREEZER.Call 753-9365.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

ANTIQUE
PUMP
ORGAN, $500.00 in
perfect condition. Phone
Paria, Tenn., 901-6420919.

BABY'S CAR seat. Call
753-1328.

Heio Wanted

WANTED: ONE dozen
laying hens. Any heavy
breed. Call 492-8726.

RESPONSIBLE WOMAN
or couple wanted to care
for elderly lady and
middle-aged daughter,
Articles For Sate
separate living quarters 15
furnished. Monthly EXCELLENT, EFincome. Must have
FICIENT, economical
references. Call 437-4223
Blue Lustre carpet
for more information.
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
WELCOME WAGON.
Air Shopping Center.
Opening in Mw-ray area
for energetic self- COMPLETE
starter, with car, who
HOUSEHOLD Sale!
likes meeting people.
Everything must go!
Flexible hours! Phone
Sofa and chair, 7 piece
753-3079 8-11 a.m. Equal
dining room suite, full
Opportunity Employer.
sized
bed,
solid
mahogany dresser
OWNER OPERATORS
chest, coffee table, 5
with
dependable
folding chairs, antique
equipment that meets
dining
oak
chair,
D.O.T. requirements, to
secretary, bookshelf,
operate from Western
typewriter, rugs, baby
Ky. and surrounding
crib, stroller, baby
areas. Long term and
swing, over 30 beautiful
trip leases available.
house plants. Call 753Contact 502-395-7511.
8021.

I

EXPERIENCED
SALESPERSON

BROYHILL COUCH, 6
cushion good condition.
$50.00. Also antique
Hamilton organ. Call
753-2237.

WANTED

Illatere, perennial fillorray

weidiaal witi Korn sips
,,a41, sneepe lent pin
store. Seas ink
ussl it
eighty helpful but net
sennery. tie plebe@ cells. fee
men sand year renew to Bee
324 Inger sed Tan.
0

CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
lie or Ai," pitch, enough
for 12- bar, $8.95; 16"
bar, $10.50; or 20" bar,
$11.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.

RUBBERMAID PARTY
PLAN needs demonstrators: Part or full
time. No collecting! No
packing! No delivering!
Top commissions! Call
901-584-7394.

25

14 Want In Buy

FIREPLACE
ENCLOSURES with glass
doors, antique brass,
blackened brass or
polished brass. All sizes
$88.88. Wallin Hardware,Paris, Tennessee.
'noway

S195

NANCY
$995

1Th

'10
5'

LOOKS.
LIRE FuN --I LL TRY IT

c2czFiciscFP'
THERE
MUST BE
A KNACK
TO IT

ed

98

BUY THE best for less.
Come by and see our
mini-cottages. Portable
offices and storage
buildings. CUSTOM
BUILT PORTABLE
BUILDING, Hicks
'Cemetery Road. Call
75349134.

-

V moil Ap1na41
.1111.

••••••• ••=1•110

1 ianio AzvtiN
iSON003S
NI SON09 I
A i uo o••• ay

I
I

I
I

el.

9 Situations Wanted

19"
95

BEATLE BAILEY

15g.
10

Z KEEP THINKING
A5OUT Wi-IEN At/
MOM ROCKED ME
IN HER ARM5
AND SAN& ME
LULLABIE5

GOLLY, ZERO,
CAN `10L1
REMEMBER
TelAT FAR
SACK?

Tl WA5 LA5T
MONTH ON LEAVE

_kad
yi

roll

510

425°

\AI

$995
95

sup

THE PHANTOM

25
25°
'15
25

wEi.

EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, economical,
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
POSITION WANTED,
shampooer, $1. Western
PBX and receptionist.
Auto, home of "Wishing
Payroll, personnel, or
Well Gift Shop".
general office. 20 years
experience as cost
SIDING,
estimator and Girl ALCOA
Aluminum Service Co.
Friday. Write Box 32R
Call 492-8647.
Murray.

WILL BABY SIT after
school, and weekends.
Call
753-0790.
Experienced.

PRIVATE PILOT ground
school,
limited
enrollment. Call now
for
Ask
489-2414.
Johnny.

ea

ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Wilson
Insurance . and Real
Estate, across from
Post Office. Call 7533263.
13 For Sale Or Trade

ii?

NEW REMINGTON 870
pump 12 guage. Would
like to trade for good
used trail bike, 100
Honda or Yamaha. Call
753-6140 between 2 and 4.

LW ABNER
I WILL TO55 A BALL lb
--HIM-AND NICOLL SEE NIS NOST"
MARVELOUS TRICK

e 753-3104

OAK FIREWOOD for
sale. 20" logs $14.00 a
rick. 24" logs $16.00 a
rick. Will special cut to
your needs. Call 4362315. if no answer call
753-4698.
USED LUMBER. 2 x 4
and also 2 x 6 siding.
Also used tin roofing.
Can be seen at 311 N.7th
Street after 1 p.m.

12 Insurance

BLONDIE

0.

I

AVAILABLE FOR full
time babysitting and
light housekeeping. Call
753-7276.

1

aid up

I

1111111111111
MURRAY Cooperative
Preschool is in need of
economically priced ( or
free) used riding toys
appropriate for 3 and 4
year old children. If
reasonably priced and in
good condition, call Ila
Brown, 753-6513, or Rue
McCutcheon, 753-7650,
between 5 p. m. and 7 p.
m. Donations graciously
accented.
LONG
E wig Call
753-54r7

NEW QUILT tops. $15.00
each. Call 753-1733.
SPECIAL 36" CHAIN
LINK fence with 1% 0.
D. line post, 14% 0.D.top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs
call 444-6885 A. A. A.
Fence Supply, Paducah,
Ky.
16
COUCH AND chair.
Excellent condition.
$150.00. Call 753-6872.
ONE NICE Large dark
brown arm chair,$35.00.
Good condition. Call 7538501.
SPECIALS BIG discounts
on
living
room,
bedroom, dining room
suites. Also chairs and
bedding
beginning
February 1st. Carraway
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd
Street, 753-1502.
GE

L

RIC stove

Ca 75.3497t1

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.

19 Ed/in Equipment

21 IYIRcellJneots

CUB TRACTOR belly or
mower,
sickle
cultivator, plow, disc. A
Farmall, 30 Ferguson.
Call 492-8708 or 901-2475443.

NICE POSTER bedroom
suite, $75.00. Browning
automatic shotgun,
$130.00. Old Motorola
cabinet radio with
record player, 920.00.
Call 753-8654.

NEARLY NEW
14'
Omaha Standard truck
bed, with metal sides. A
Bargain! Call 492-8311 or
753-4435 after 5 p.m.
FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
1970
Ford
Diesel
backhoe, good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
Heavy duty 12 ton
equipment trailer. Call
354-6392 or 753-8560.
70 Snorts Equipnient
1973 lieNKEN ski boat,
runabout. 85 h.p. motor.
Moody tilt trailer, many
accessories. Call 7531973 WALK THROUGH
windshield boat, 50 h.p.
Mercury Motor. $1,800.
Call 437-4565.
CHALLENGER bass boat
with 150 H. P. Mercury,
power trim, Lawrence
L. F. G. 300 locator,
motor guide, trolling
motor, trailer and other
accessories. Will
finance provided credit
is acceptable. $3,250.
Call 753-0053 or 753-7154.
22 ML \il
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
LIMITED OPENINGS
for piano students,
beginners , through
advanced. Call 753-9219.

FOR SALE used doom
One pair french, one
outside door, 2 pella
folding, one metal shelf
unit, one oak rocker,one
fireplace screen, 4 78 x
15 tires. See at Roys
Carpenter Shop, 7534124.
TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent condition. Call 753-0870.
FOR SALE MAJESTIC
woodburning fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.
26 TV Radio
TWO
CB
WALKIE
TALKIES. Still in the
box. Three channel,
channel 11. Crystal
included. Realistic. $120
for pair. Call 753-0062.
27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x 55 Fully furnished,
newly recarpeted. Gas
stove, electric heat, reel
nice. Call 753-5078.
1873 12 x 79 Ceurclin, in
Riviera
Cts.
Two
bedroom, bath and 41,
carpet, air conditioner,
and underpinning. Call
753-8045 after 6 p.m.
MUST SACRIFICE,
leaving town. Take over
payments. 1974 12 x 65
three bedroom Atlantic,
also 100' x 200' lot or will
sell separate, 3 miles
from Murray near East
Elementary. Call 7536809 or 492-8120.
1974 ATLANTIC 12 x 153
bedroom, all electric,
central
air,
underpinning. Will take
$7,300 or best offer.
Phone 753-6809 or 4928120.

Opening
Soon!!
Young At Heart
C. B.& Electronics
Center
LEGAL NOTICE
IN THE CALU)WAY COUNTY
FISCAL COURT
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION OF JOHNNY
GARLAND AND CHARLES BOREN FOR
DISCONTINUANCE OF A ROAD UNDER KRS
178.070 APPROXIMATELY 2-% MILES NORTH
OF ALMO,KENTUCKY.
NOTICE
The Fiscal Court of Calloway County now has
under consideration the petition of Johnny
Garland and Charles Boren to discontinue an
abandoned road approximately 2-1'2 miles North
of Almo Heights, Kentucky; said road being
more particularly described as follows, to-wit:
Beginning at Gus Haley's Southwest corner
and at the North right-of-way of the Charlie
Miller Road; thence North and along the East
edge of said abandoned road 1200 feet to a
point; thence West 30 feet to a point; thence
South and along the West edge of said abandoned road, 1200feet to the North right-of-way
of the Charlie Miller Road; thence East 30
feet to the pond of beginning The length of
said road being closed is 1200 feet.
The public is hereby notified that such permission will be granted and proper orders entered AI no objection to this petition is filed with
the County Judge of Calloway County on or
before the I 1th day of February, 1976 at 1:00.
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
ROBERTO. MILLER,JUDGE

a
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27 Mobile Home Sales

29 Mob,le Home Rentals

WE BUY used mobile
1 homes. Top prices paid.
...Saddle and Spur Trailer
..Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-e226

TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, ideal for couple,
large yard, water,
garbage pickup furnished. $60.00 per
month. Call 753-8216.

78 Heating & Cooling

conAIR
ilTASCO
ditioner. Like new.
11175.00 or best offer.
",.Value price $300.0k Call
V767-6649.

MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows
and Coach Estates.
Families only. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.

The Murray
Police Department
is now accepting applications for employment with
the Police Dept. Applications may he picked up at
the City Clerks office or the office of the Chief of
Police, City Nell Murray, Kentecky. Applications
most be completed and returned to the City Nell
pier to February 4, 1976.

$8,500 IS THE FULL PRICE for a 6 room,2 bath
frame house with asbestos shingles. Situated on
a 90' x 200' lot within one mile of the Murray city
limits. Has well water with city water available.
Needs some fixing up, but can be made into a
good home.

19.6 ACRE FARM with a fair 2-bedroom frame
home (asbestos shingles), located on US-641, approximately 3 miles North of Murray. Has city
water and natural gas line running through the
property. Numerous outbuildings, including a
clean-up shop. Good business location on a well
traveled highway.
GOOD, SOLID 2-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at
1307 Overby. Has carpeting, chain link fenced
backyard, outside storage building, dishwasher
and draperies included. Possession with deed.
Check our REDUCED PRICE on this one.
3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME (aluminum
siding) at 208 Poplar, near downtown Murray.
Has hardwood floors, recently redecorated.
Need to sell to settle an estate.
NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a % acre
lot in Fairview Acres Subdivision. Has a living
room, kitchen-family room combination, utility
2 baths, central heat
/
room, single car garage, 11
and air, wall to wall carpeting,community water
system. SPECIAL DISCOUNT on this one!!
ATTENTION BUILDERS...We have four (4) adjoining residential lots in Wiswell Estates,
located on Ky. 783 at Wiswell, that have successfully passed the Health Department percolation tests. Lots are 125' wide and average
230' deep, each. Owner is offering these at a
special price and will finance them with a
modest down payment.
VACANT 2-BAY GAS STATION,located at 4th &
Elm Streets, in Murray. Will sell as is, or will
remove part of the equipment and reduce the
price. Lot size is 90' x 120' with the 120' facing on
4th Street.
67 ACRE FARM, suitable for row-cropping or
cattle farming. Approximately 25-30 acres tendable, large pond stocked with fish, good sized
tobacco barn. Financing assistance available.
ONLY 614,500 for a large STORE BUILDING
WITH 2 ADDITIONAL METAL GARAGE
BUILDINGS AND ONE ACRE OF LAND. Store
building has a 9 room and bath apartment upstairs, one of the garage buildings has a 3-room
apartment. Located in the center of ICirksey.
Property is old, but in remarkably good condition. A good buy for someone who can make
use of it.
NEARLY COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK
HOME in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, on
Hwy. 121,2 miles Southeast of Murray. Has city
water, central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen, built-ins, one car garage. Buy
now and you can still choose the colors of paik
carpeting, appliances,etc.
GOOD COMFORTABLE HOME for a retired
couple that doesn't require a lot of space. 2Bedroom frame (aluminum siding), with wall to
wall carpeting, new bath, new cabinets,large attic storage, good well water. Located 5 miles
Southeast of Murray,at Cherry Corner.
65 ACRES OF INEXPENSIVE LAND and an old
2-bedroom frame house that could be made
liveable without too much expense. Approximately 18 acres of farmland, plus
pastureland of approximately 7 acres. Some of
the land is hillside and some is in river bottom.
Located 15 miles Southeast of-Murray.
-

29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home well furnished
small park, water, and
garbage pickup furnished. Couples. $70.00
per month. Phone 7538216 after 5 p. m.

31 Want To Rent
CORN AND BEAN land
vto rent or lease. Call
Kim Wallin after 5 p.m.,
489-2462.
32 Apartments For Rent

For Rent
TWO BEDROOM Trailer
1 mile off of city limits
on 121 South. $85.00
month, $50.00 deposit.
Water furnished. Call
753-3175 before 5, after 5
753-6649.

Nice furnished apartments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 753-516.5
days or 753-5101 after 6
p.m.

For Rent
TWO BEDROOM all
electric mobile home.
00.00 de?iosit, $125.00
month. Water and
garbage pickup furnished. Call 753-2377.

Nice furnished place
for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 75351165 days or 753-5108
after 6 p. m.

12 ACRE TRACT OF LAND with a large stock
barn and a pole barn. Located on Hwy. 121, Northwest, approximately 7 miles from Murray.
Barn measures about 50' x 80' and has been used
to feed our livestock. Has its own deep well.
3 SCENIC LOTS overlooking Kentucky Lake. All
are wooded, adjoining and situated less than 250
feet from the boat launching facilities. Community water system.
30 ACRE FARM WITH a 2-Bedroom frame house
(asbestos shingles), large tobacco barn, stable,
92' implement shed, good deep well, 25 acres fenced with woven wire and cedar posts. Approximately 20 acres tendable. Located on a
county road that has a mail route and school bus
route. Priced at $26,500.
150' x 200' LOT with several large trees, located
at the Southwest intersection of Lynn Grove
Highway (Ky. 94) and Johnny Robertson Road
(Ky. 1660).
5 ADJOINING LOTS suitable for residential
building or mobile home sites. Located on US641, Smiles South of Murray. Good financing terms available from owner.
50 ACRE FARM with a tobacco barn and 25-30
acres of level, tendable land. The balance is level
land but is wooded. Has 1,000 ft. blacktop frontage and 1,000 ft. of frontage on a good gravel
road,also. Good producing.
6 YEAR OLD 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in
Fairview Acres Subdivision. Has hardwood
floors, Ph ceramic baths, plenty of closet space,
living room, dining room-kitchen combination,
carport, attic storage, concrete patio just outside
the sliding glass doors, siv acre lot, paved
driveway, paved street. Priced at.$25,000.
6 ACRE COMMERCIAL TYPE TRACT.Located
at the North city limits of Murray, just outside.
Has about 300ft. frontage on US-641.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM,located on both sides
of Blood River. 15 miles Southeast of Murray.
Has 150-175 acres tendable, 310 acres under fence, 2 commercially active sand pits, large
amount of county road frontage.
225' DEEP MOBILE HOME LOT, located on
Pottertown Road (Ky. 280) near the new Fast
Elementary School. Has city water and septic
tank and field lines already installed. Priced at
only $2,500 with financing available.
PRICE REDUCED...50' x SO' METAL
BUILDING with good insulation and a concrete
floor, overhead door in the front and rear.
Located on Sunbury Circle, near Bunny Bread.
All city utilities, large office area, one completed
bath and one roughed-in.
10' x 40' FURNISHED MOBILE HOME. One
bedroom, living room, kitchen and bath, set-up
on a solid block foundation, gravel driveway,
septic tank and field lines installed, community
water system, 200' deep wooded lot on a cul-desac. FULL PRICE ONLY $4,500. Out-of-state
owner is unable to make use of it, so he needs to
sell.

4.

3. r

32. Apartments For Rent.
MANOR
MURRAY
Apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
and
stove
except
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.
FURNISHED APARTMENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.
For Rent
FOR RENT small house
at 1002 Poplar, ideal for
students or couple.
Furnished. Phone 7535074.
NICE TWO bedroom, all
electric country home
located 3 miles from
Murray city limits on 6
acres of ground. Indoor
plumbing and usable.
Fireplace. Needs some
work. Call 7674055 after
6p.m.

Price
late
The
Lassiter Recreation
Center will be sold this
Saturday, January
31st at 2p. m. On Main
Street across from
National Hotel,
Murray, Ky. Selling
six tables complete,
single or grouped for
money. All
high
heating, lighting,
refrigeration, cigarette and other machines,
chairs, benches, fans,
related
all
and
miscellaneous.
Price Lassiter Estate
Shoemaker Auction and
Livestock Service

Nat Ryon
Hughes Attorney
Douglas Shoemaker
app. Amhara

$02-753-3375
43 Real Estate

START TEE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky
Lake. We have some
very choice five acre
tracts on a black top
road (Kirby Jennings
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky.
These can be purchased
with a low down
payment. Joke C.
Neubauer Real Estate
505
Main
Street,
Murray, Ky. 753-01017531 or 751-7116.

THREE BEDROOM
house,2 years old. Three
large lots, close to lake,
$16,500. Call 436-2260.
THREE BEDROOM
2 baths, double
/
brick, 11
carport, fenced yard,
central heat and air,
near high school. Call
753-2277.

HOUSE FOR SALE,
reduced from $8,000 to
$7,500. Two bedroom,
living room,kitchen and
bath, nice lot. See at 410
South 10th Street,
Murray,or call 753-8145.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121
South. Three or four
bedrooms, two baths,
living-dining L with
fireplace, carpet, builtin appliances, intercom,
electric baseboard heat,
two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
Y •

,

TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale.
4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C78x13 or E78x14 one
low price $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE tax. Your
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$19.50 plus $2.83 FE tax.
Steel belted premium
grade radials your
choice ER711x14" or
FR78x14" only $30.90
plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
1178x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon with
white raised letters,
your choice G70x14" or
G60x14" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700x15"
premium grades $22.54
phis $2.80 FE tax
750x16" 8 ply premium
grade $29.15 plus $3.59.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TN.

125 YAMAHA, good
shape. Call 753-6249.
TO
WALL
BY OWNER, large 3
WALL
5edroom brick home at
spaciousness. This
1302 Kirkwood. Two
rustic log house has 5
COUNTRY HOME, 4
baths, family room with
large bedrooms ( each
rooms, furnished or
utility room,
fireplace,
2
living
wide),
baths,
17'
$100.00
unfurnished.
central heat and air, 2
room, kitchen, den plus
month. Available
Monique Fabrics is out of business.
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
half basement on large
Jan. 25. Call 753-0169.
with gas grill. Also brick
lot
near
wooded
All racks and tables will be sold, first
37
stt Supplies
utility building with 2
University. Contact
come, first serve. Good for making
car carport. Call 753Boyd-Majors Real
PURE BRED ANGUS
benches, shelves and many other
0846,for appointment.
Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753bull 5,,e2 years old.
8080.
uses.
Proven sire. Trade for
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
bull of comparable ROBERTS REALTY
Three bedroom brick
quality. Call 753-4022 located on South 12th at
home. Exceptioanlly
after 5 p. m.
Sycamore has seven
nice living room and den
licensed and bonded
with white shag carpet.
38 Pets Suppe\
sales personnel to serve
Full wall distinctive
MINIATURE POODLES, you plus twenty years
rock fireplace in sunken
exclusive real estate
8 weeks old White and
den. 200 z105 corner lot.
experience. Call 753-1651
black. $40.00 each. Call
For appt. call 753-8850
or come by our office.
435-4360.
(M-F 8:30-4:30). Ask for
We like to talk REAL
Lisa.
ESTATE.
THE POODLE SHOP.
ONE NEW house and lot
Professional grooming,
all breeds, Pine Point KOPPERUD REALTY
in Kirksey. 98 x 250. One
By Realtor Fred Barber
offers several choice
Estates. Phone 901-642and 42 story house,
Vurdom
and Thurman Real Estate
the
for
listings
8977.
2
/
central heat and air, 11
prospective home
baths, 3 bedroom, fully
TWO REGISTERED
buyer. Feature home
carpeted. $18,000. Call
Boyers buy homes by
home seller much &mph,
St. Bernard
male
this week is a 3
753-8512 days, 753-1446
comparison. Um_ average
puppies. 7 weeks old.
because he has emirate
2 bath home
/
bedroom, 11
nights, need to sell to
buyer is no illsoth.- Mel lutowtedge of what denim
$100.00 a piece. Call 492with central heat and
settle an estate.
shop a particular neigh8.
air, den, carport,
homes in his neighborhood
borhood and tionie-mpo. are selling for which have
abundant storage areas
ELEVEN ROOM house in
Mel rarely buy the first oh, beet taloa off the market "
FULL BLOODED Ger- and fenced in back yard.
Kiritsey on large shady
man Shepherd, male, 1
Priced to sell, so phone
he visits. It's too big an inlot. 184 x 200. Has small
because of overpricing.
year old. Black and
Bill Kopperud today at
vestment to be nonchalant
apartment.
2
1
/
Doesn't R make sense to
silver. Call 489-2569.
753-1222 or come by the
2 baths, 2
/
He will then compare prices
basement, 11
work with documented facts
office at 711 Main Street
story. Electric heat,
against comparative value. instead of guesswork. Who
2 for further details.
/
RED IRISH Setter, 21
good out buildings,
Mel quickly throw out any
knows, you may even be
years old. Registered.
$19,000. Call 753-8512
overpriced
obviously
planning to sel your house
Price $50.00. Call 489- REDUCED $6,000, exdays, 753-1446 nights.
homes.
for less than you should.
ceptionally nice used
2450.
Need to sell to settle an
N the buyer really likes one
Why not drop in and Ind
brick home west of
estate.
of these overpriced homes, out? We have the facts.
Murray, all built-in
RUNNING BEAGLE dog.
he may make a counter ofIf there is anything vie can
including refrigerator,
Female $45.00. Call 7533
DELIGHTFUL
fer at a lower price - closer
do to he you in the field of
thermopane windows,
6153 after 5 p.m.
BEDROOM Brick, large
real estate, please phone or
to its tribe value. But history
with
den
sunken
rooms, Den, Central Heat
drop in at PUROOM that
probably
hel
shows
wall
massive full
DOG KENNELS pre-built
nitfiNAAN VIAL IsTATI.
and Air, All Appliances,
make his oiler for one
fireplace, 3 baths, much
407 Maple St., Murray.
and can be erected in 15
on large shady lot.
already reafrstically valued.
Phone 753-4451. We're here
more, now priced at
minutes. 8 x 16 x 7 and 5
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 753save
A
can
the
Realtor
km itaPi
Moffitt
Call
$49,000.
your
all
For
6.
x
14
x
0690
Realty Co., 206 South
fencing needs. Call 44412th, 753-3597.
6865, A.A.A. Fence
Supply,Paducah,Ky.
THE QUALIFIED per41. Public Sales
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
BARGAIN BARN, 13th
talk to you regarding
and Main, Saturday, 9-4.
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Handmade quilt, $35.00,
coats, $1.00-$5.00,
Give us a call or drop by
dresses $1.00-$3.00,
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753shoes, blouses, slacks.
25 cents-$2.00, Avon.
7724.

NOTICE

16 ADJOINING LAKE AREA LOTS in Center
Ridge Subdivision. All have woods, community
water system, easy access to the lake. Owner
will sell one or all.

10 ACRE TRACT WITH A COMPLETELY REWORKED 3-BEDROOM FRAME home with
masontte siding. Present owner has bistklled
new wiring, new plumbing, new paneling, new
siding, new carpeting, etc. Could be made into 4bedroom with only one partition to add. Has a
good well, basement, crib and barn. Owner will
keep part of the land, if desired, and reduce the
price accordingly.

1974 CAMA
LT. Air, p
8c brakes
player,
stripes. F
Excellent
$3850. 354m. weekd
weekends.
1971 VEGA.
miles. C
between 7
after 4,ask

1966 NOV)
Nova. Ca
753-5669.

Nine
miHighway
have a bi

Sell Your Home Through

Kopperud Realty
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Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Office Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m,
Monday through Saturday
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young-753-4946

IOW 04add limb

Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee

GIVE YOU
protection
needs to m
thousands
more. CI
Garage, '
our ad
Offered.

Home Buyer Psychology

TOW lilkopioro Ole Mb Grin

Phone 753-7333
408 South 4th Street
Ishineel Stistsoa - 753-3744

1970 VW
miles. $1
9710.

I
cal
Estatd

Itti tfirast &Mr ad *OW 651

To BUY,See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

1965 CHEW
Call 753-07

Come, by the TV Service Center in Central Shopping Center, from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.

TOW A honk, Alamo hur ol Nowt Al hoe

190 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located on Watts
Road, 13 miles Southeast of Murray. Has 1,42 mile
frontage on a good graveled county road, 3bedroom (12' x 70') mobile home, deep well,
several outbuildings, some fencing, lots of
woodland. Adjoins resort-type subdivision on the
backside.

L,.

On. 1-3

111

THIS WIRES MAME NOME
Very neat, brick ranch home featuring 3 bedrooms, 1½ baths, living room,
kitchen, den, utility room and carport. Home has more than adequate
storage area,fenced back yard, and located just west of the city limits. This
home is in excellent condition and the inside has recently been painted
throughout. Priced to sell so call office for an appointment. Don't miss
seeing this home before you buy.
MG NOME - MGM VALUE
Large brick ranch home on 8 rolling acres. Main floor features 4 bedrooms,
2 baths,living room with fireplace, dining area,large modern kitchen with
1
2/
all conveniences, den and utility room. Walkout basement consists of two
fully paneled apartments. One apartment has two bedrooms,the other is an
efficiency. Call office for details.
QOS1 TO UNIVERSITY
Well built older 3 bedroom home on nice lot one block from University.
House Deeds paintins and redecorating, that's the reason for the low price.
Spend a little money and watch value grow. Phone Bill Kopperud for more
details.
YOUR 1110100N1 NOME ON FIVE ACRES
Almost new brick two story home with four bedrooms,three full baths,living
room,den with fireplace, dining room,kitchen, large utility room,abundant
closet space. Central vatuurn and many other extras. First time offered, so
don't wait.See as today.
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2965 CHEVROLET truck.
Call 753-0720.

DATSUN
air,
1975
1973 CHARGER Broughm
automatic, AM-FM
SE.. Two door coupe,
black on black, with
1970 VW VAN, 59,000 power and air, AM-FM
white bottom. 14,000
miles. $1,495. Call 753- stereo radio. Good
miles. E3,250. Call 753condition. 12,450. Call
9710.
1532.
753-6564.
GIVE YOUR CAR THE
CHRYSLER
protection and shine it 1975 FORD Supercab 1969
Newport, 4 door exneeds to make it last you
F250. Fully powered, air
cellent condition. Power
thousands of miles
condition, extra nice.
and air, vinyl roof,
more. Call C & D
Call 753-3632.
almost new
tires.
Garage, 753-2550. See
$650.00. Call 436-2427.
our ad in Services FOR SALE by owner,
Offered.
1974 260Z Datsun, air, 1975 CHEVROLET
4
automatic transmission,
wheel drive 4,500 actual
1974 CAMARO 7211 Type
AM-FM, 19,000 miles,
miles and a camper
LT. Air, power steering
$4,700. Call Mondaytopper for a long wheel
& brakes, Tach, tape
Friday 9-4, Jim Moore
base truck. Phone 753player, spoilers &
753-7781, after 6, 7531812.
stripes. Factory Mags.
6706.
Excellent condition,
1971 SAFARI Pontiac
"AND 1-115 WIFE WA4 JUDGED ONE OF
$3850. 354-6465 after 5 p. 1968 VW in good constation wagon. Nine
"THE
WORID15 WORST DRE55ED OAu
m. weekdays, anytime
dition. Call 753-4340.
passenger. Radials
weekends.
$1,050 or best offer. Call
49. Used Cars & Trucks
51 Sr-.
1.10,,qed
1966 OLDSMOBILE
753-2632.
1971 VEGA. Below 44,000
$100.00. Call 1-901-247miles. Call 753-2641
5304 or 753-4590, Dwight
MUSTANG
CON- PLUMBING OR Electric,
1973 DATSUN 1200. Like
odd jobs we like. All
between 7 and 4,753-9452
Valentine.
VERTIBLE, 1966 289
new. $2,125. Call from
work guaranteed to
after 4, ask for Rob.
automatic, new top, and
8:30 to 5, 753-0123 or
please. Call James
paint, no rust. Truly
1973 MAVERICK, 6
after 5, 753-6266.
Burkeen,474-2257.
like new. Firm price,
1966 NOVA AND 1972
cylinder, automatic,
$2,475. See Bob Cook,
Nova. Call 753-9168 or
32,000 miles. $2050. Call
GREEN
1968
IT.
STEEL BUILDINGS for
Hazel, Ky.
753-5669.
474-2392.
all your building and
Mustang with white
grain
bin
drying
vinyl top, V-8 engine, all 1974 CADILLAC Coupe
equipment. See Hilman
power, air, new tires.
De Ville, loaded, white
Auction Sole
Excellent condition. Call
Coles Construction Co.,
with red leather inIvory Sew* slekt,640 p.a.
753-3897 or call Keith
753-8021.
terior. Must sell. Call
Nine miles South of Paris, Tennessee just off 79
Sales
Hayes
474-2211.
Highway in Henry Tennessee. This week we
Representative, 489-2488
1974 VEGA WAGON, air
have a big load caning in from the North.
for your Butler Agricondition, 4 speed, GT 1973 HORNET SPORIlembour Auction Service
TABOUT power and air,
Builder.
equipped. $2,300. Call
Gory Ilveciaso Arraiseror
one owner. Reduced
753-2424 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Plums 4424111
must sell. Call 753-9349.
753-5747 nights and
ROY
HARMON'S
Beecham: Auction Service
weekends.
CARPENTER SHOP.
Gary Beecham Auctioneer
1965 MUSTANG, V-8,
Professionals. Building,
automatic, new tires
Phone 901-642-0919
1971 PONTIAC Le Mans.
remodeling, repairing,
needs
body
work
Extra sharp. 46,000
Call 753-4124, South 4th
otherwise sharp. $400.00.
actual miles. Custom
Street. Across from HiCall 753-3242 or 753-6990
wheels. Call 474-2757
Burger.
after 5 p.m.
after 6 p.m.
M & M ANTENNA ser1968 CHEVY STATION 1973 HORNET SPORvice, no job too small.
Wagon,
good
Call 474-2757.
TABOUT, 6 cylinder,
mechanically. ;200. Call
power steering, air,
753-6809 or 492-8120.
vroodgrain side. One TREE TOPPING, we do
owner. Call 753-9349.
more of it than anyone
GREATER ROCKFORD
else. Call 7534477.
AUTO AUCTION, 1500 DO Cm .'c
Cars every month for
CARPET
I Nauction. New modetn CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
1.00
STALLATION,
per
Coachman,
Trail
Star,
Every
facilities.
work
yard.
All
Fold down,unique,Good
Wednesday at 4:00
guaranteed. Call 474used trailers, /
1
2 mile
sharp. Easy to get to.
2789.
east of 68 and 641 inOne hour from Chicago
(I •IZI‘ • l(MRIN
tersection. Draffenville,
and next to expressway
WILL INSTALL or repair
Ky. Phone 527-7807.
Soles•Service•Rentals
and Rockford Airport.
TV antennas. Install
Fly in or drive in. Come
new and used towers.
51
Services
Offered
to Greater Rockford for
Call 753-7765. All labor
friendly treatment and CARPET CLEANING,
half price.
dealing.
fair honest
experienced, very
S
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
reasonable rates, WILL GIVE Piano
or Sherry Rayn 815-968Olympic Plaza, 753 1424
references,
free
lessons to beginners,
6262. This is a dealers
estimates. Quick drying.
only. Call 435-4498.
auction.
Call 7534827 or 753-9618.

Murray Now Has a
FULL LINE PIANO
AND ORGAN SHOWROOM

Over 50

Instruments To Choose From
\it
•
010

Conrad's
Pia nos•Orga n

ELECTRICIAN
AVAILABLE, inside or
outside wiring, home or
building. All work
guaranteed. Very
reasonable. Seven days
a week. Call 753-9216.

Buy Now!Save Forever
and look at the properties we offer.

ugh

Ready To Make A Move?
One Of Our Listings
Is Right For You!
Just Listed -3 bedroom 2 bath brick home with
formal living room, large den with wall
fireplace, central gas heat,and appliances.
Reduced $2,500 - 3 bedroom brick home
located in Grove Heights Subdivision about 5
miles from Murray. Home features an extra
large beautiful landscaped lot (300x200). Price
Includes all appliances including dishwasher,
washer, and dryer.
/
2
EDGE-OF-TOWN CHARM -1.2 acres located 11
miles south of town plus a 3 bedroom home with
plenty extras. Pine-paneled den, breezeway,carpted,small apple orchard,and much more.

ving room,
adequate
limits. This
en painted
Don't miss

bedrooms,
itchen with
sista of two
other is an

University.
low price.
id for more

aths, living
t. abundant
offered. so
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ON Hint FRI
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54 Free Column

,4n other View

DEVELOPER'S DREAM - 17 acres of prime
property with owner financing available.
REDUCED! THE PRICE HAS BEEN
REDUCED on this 3 bedroom 2 bath brick
situated on a beautiful shady lot and cline to
school.
HOMES ARE SELLING - and we've got the
buyers! So if you're thinking of moving out or up
to a better home,now is the time. And you'll find
that when you list your home with us, you'll
receive the most personal and professional services available.
FOR ONLY$10,800 YOU CAN BUY 4 ACRES and
a 2 bedroom aluminum siding home. Settle down
to the "good life" found in the country.
60 ACRES - 30 acres tendable, located on 121
South.

STALLA-COLDWATER AREA -ideal starter
home. large 1La acre lot excellent well, new
pump,country kitchen, new shag carpet,$14,500.
16TH di VALENTINE - faculty apartments. 6
Rented apartments -4 2 bedroom and 2 efficiencies. Great investment return.
BRICK DUPLEXES - attractive 2 or 3 bedroom
duplexes, built-ins, central gas heat and central
electric air. $33.950.
RETIREMENT GEM - perfect spot for
retirement and easy on the budget at only $7,500.
Well-kept two bedroom home which was recently
remodeled. Plenty of room to garden. Call 7534342for an appointment.
35 ACRES located on Kirby-Jennings Trail for
only $9,650.
73 ACRES OF WOODED LAND located on Highway IN East. Close to lake..
FOR THE BUYER WHO WANTS SOMETHING
DIFFERENT - the price includes a 3-bedroom
stucco nestled on a hilltop, a 25 x 30 shop, a
garage apartment rented at $75.00 and a small
greenhouse. All this for only $25,500.
For Aatiamps Owners
JUST LISTED -4 bedroom 2 bath 11
/
2story frame
hems located close to college. Has formal living
room with stone fireplace, formal dining room,
den, large kitchen, and /
1
2 basement, and lots of
closets.

OFFICE HOURS
Noeday-friday: LS,Selwday: B-12
tw beksr • 753-Wilt lhan NI& -7534153
C. hilly Ilwirich -153-108.

502 Maple

7534342

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION.
work
in
Backhoe
vicinity of 121 South and
94 South to New Concord. Gravel, white rock
and top soil delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505, open 7 days a
week.
DRIVEWAYS AND
PARKING area, grated
and white rocked. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.
MINOR REPAIRS and
alterations, furniture
repair. Call after 5, 4362476.
MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m.or weekends.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

WET BASEMENT? is
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
NEED TREES CUT or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN - Prompt
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and enclosures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 4928647.
WASHED,
CARS
mariglazed, buffed,
waxed interior cleaned.
Includes whitewalls and
vinyl roof. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.
Day or night service.
Call 753-2550.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
53 Fkeiri Ar1;1

•

MIXED BALED hay for
.
sale. Call 753-2987.

Auction Sale

EE ONE year old part
Shepherd, brown, short
haired, medium sized,
very intelligent, quick to
learn. Affectionate
around children, very
healthy. Call 436-2476
after 5.
MALE
PART
SHEPHERD, part
Collie, short haired,
brown and white, one
year old. Make very
good pet. Must find
home for it. Call 435-4294
after 5.

Saturday, January 31st
10 a.m. rain or slime
Highway intersection 94 and 971 Tri-City
Large lot of nice furniture, appliances, glass,
china. Tools and shop equipment, extra nice
electric stove, dishwasher, washer and dryer,
small appliances of all kinds. Old kitchen
cabinet, lots of dishes and cooking utensils. Electric organ, color TV., stereo, record player, adding machine, lamps, coo-coo clock, 2 round
dining tables, and chairs, coffee and end tables.
Bookshelves and books. Recliner, odd chairs,
rugs, 2 nice full size bedroom suites, childs
bedroom suite, odd /
1
2 beds, chest of drawers,
childs furniture. Swing set, lots of toys. Collection of Avon bottles, bicycle, 22 auto rifle and
other guns. Some antique items. Large lot of
mechanic tools,large battery charger,acetylene
welding rig, too many more items to list
separate.

FREE 2 MONTH OLD
part Collie puppy. Black
and fluffy. Has had
temporary, distempermeasles vaccinations.
Desperately needs a
good
home.
Also
availabel part Labrador
puppy. Call 753-4307
after 5.

For information call Chester and Miller
Auction Service, 435-4128 or 435-4144.

Rib Shack
is now open from 7a.m. -2a.m. Monday through Saturday,Sunday,8a.m. to8p.m.

Plate Lunches - Daily
SPeCiai
(Each Day from S p.m.-2 a.m.)
Monday - Largo bambergor,french fries, small drink, 99'.
Tuesday - Rib sandwidi, bowl white beans, $1.49.
Wednesday - Half pound chopped sirloin, french fries, slaw, $1.49.
Thursday. Large Barbeque, french fries, small drink, $1.49.
Friday - Not Beef Sandwich, creased potatoes, slaw, $1.35.
Saturday night- Fish Special.

901 Coldwater Rd.
Phone 753-4171

54
CUTE BLACK puppies
need a home. Call 4362547.

January has been on exceptionally busy month for ROBERTS REALTY. We have many,
many clients wonting to buy or sell property. You too, will want to join with the folks
doing business at ROBERTS REALTY, where they get things done.
NEW LISTINGS
Attractive 2 bedroom home located on the corner
of 13th and Poplar Sts. Rooms are large with
plastered walls and ceilings, fireplace in living
room, partially carpeted. Needs some
redecorating. Ideally located to school, shopping, and university.
In walking distance of downtown, we offer a
comfortable older home for your inspection.
Features fireplace, formal dining room, 3
bedrooms downstairs, cheery apartment upstairs. Central gas furnace with bills not over
$30.00 per month this winter. Priced at only

A charming home on Catalina Drive can be
bought for $29,900. You will like the cheery,
modern kitchen, large living room, all those
closets, the neat bath and a half. An extremely
nice home at a very good price.
On highway 641 S. we offer a brick 2 bedroom
home with a dry, full sized basement located on
one acre of land. You can have immediate
possession.
Older home on Sycamore with huge oak tree in
back yard. Home has 3 bedrooms, basement,
dining room. Needs painting, but can be bought
for a good price. Call for appointment.

825,500.
House and 1 acre on Highway 121 at Stella. Has
nice, big trees and some outbuildings.
Brick 2 bedroom home on large lot just outside of
town. Central heat and air, carpeted with
drapes, built-ins in kitchen.
Cedar frame home on Johnny Robertson Rd.,
featuring 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and
air, carpeting, kitchen built-ins. Only 2 years old
and priced to sell,
Get away from it all on your 5 acre estate on Kentucky Lake. The year around waterfront home
features a sauna bath, fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, and kitchen with all built-ins. A very comfortable place you will fall in love with.
Modern brick and cypress home in Panorama.
This home aLso has fireplace, 3 bedrooms and is
a very comfortable year around home on the
lake. Priced at $35,500.
Small cottage and large lot in the Blood River
area of Kentucky Lake. Has some waterfront
and priced for only $15,000.
OTHER GOOD LISTINGS INCLUDE:
A 3 bedroom brick at 1665 Ryan, shown by appointment only. Has dining room, hardwood
floors and a real nice backyard.
A 4 bedroom brick home on Keenland. This home
features 2 baths, entry hall, carpeting, den,
beautifully landscaped yard, central hest and
air, drapes, and located on large lot. Priced to
sell at only 639,900.
Just
block of
carport
ONLY

Transferable loan or get a new one on this 3
bedroom brick home. Priced at $22,500 with loan
/
2% interest rate; monthly payments of $147
at 71
per month including taxes and insurance. Good
investment.
A 3 bedroom brick house for $20,000? Yes, that's
right. Large living room, carpeting, basement
and carport.
1
2 bath
Luxurious entry foyer. This 4 bedroom 2/
home in Canterbury has everything including
gas heat and a fireplace in the family room. Call
us for an appointment today.
Two more of Murray's finer homes in Canterbury. Each has an entry foyer, dining room
and family room. Price has been greatly reduced
on one of these fine homes. Immediate
possession too.
We still have some nice lots in sub. between 16th
and new high schooL These are choice location
$5,000.
Have nice 2 bedroom Frame house located 6
miles south of Murray on nice shady lot. Has
large kitchen with beautiful cabinets, carport,
nice tool storage shed, $19,000. Owner will finance or will trade for lot or house and lot in Murray.
We have lot in Kingswood Sub.for $1950.00.
Beautiful lot located in Riverwood subdivision at
the south edge of Murray almost 1 acre $6,000.
Located app. 4 miles south of Murray on 641
Highway we have app. 1100 ft. of Highway frontage will sell all or in two parts.

large 0 rociTi 2 ha
ar gar

use within 1 •
paved drive,
priced at

KIRBY CARPET CARE cleans rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
steam
by
clean
Free
cleaning.
estimates. 24 hOUI
swering service, sup
Maple. 75341359
INSULATION - blown in
by SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, Call Larry Lyles at
free
753-2310
for
estinuites.

EDNA KNIGHT 7534910
HOYT ROBERTS 753-3924
LELA PARKER 753-6086
RAY ROBERTS 436-5650
ANNA REQUARTH 753-2477
T. C COLLIE 753-5122
PAT ARMSTRONG 436-2174

412 South 12th Street

Phone 753-1651
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Deaths and Funerals
Services Today At
Funeral Chapel
For Charles Foss

i

Funeral Services
Held At Muncie
For Nolen Tyler

Monday; Funeral

To Be On Sunday

Mrs. Tilmon Lamb
Dies At Hospital

- FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP)Criticizing the state Council on
Public Higher Education for
the way it presented its budget
request, Gov. Julian Carroll
recommended a higher
education budget almost 40
per cent less than that
requested by the agency. The
(council's) budget recomdidn't
set
mendations
priorities for higher learning," the governor said. "In
fact, at some points it was
right confusing."
Carroll also said he
"resented- the way the
council had estimated the
amount of revenue available
for higher education-and
then allocated itself that
amount. The governor said the
council's function is to plan for
higher education in Kentucky,
not to estimate revenue.
Although budget increases
for higher education seem like
a drop in the bucket when
compared with the amount
allocated to elementary arid
secondary education, the
General Fund increase will be
16 per cent in 1976-77 over the
current appropriation and
eight per cent •over that
combined amount in 1977-78.
That means an increase of
$27.8 million in the first year of
the first year of the budget and
an additional $45.9 million in
1977-78.
The Council on Public
Higher
Education
had
recommended
that the
governor allocate increases of
$49.6 million in the first year
and $67.7 million in the second
year.
Carroll said despite the
chunks he cut from the
council's budget request, he
still has achieved several
goals with his budget, including full funding from the
University of Louisville.
The executive budget
allocates $4.2 million for
tuition reduction at the U of L.

Jerry,,Bolls
Joins With
Integon Corp.

Carroll said that would bring
He said he was recomJerry L. Bolls has joined
tuition at the institution mending $5 million for capital
-within range" of tuitions at construction at the state's Integon Life Insurance Corthe state's other colleges and community colleges, and $70 poration as a representative.
The funeral for Charles A.
universities.
million for the slate univer- He will serve residents in this
for
Nolen
Funeral
services
Foss of Murray Route Five
He
also
said
he
will
sities
and colleges generally. area in association with
ask
the
will be held today at three p. Tyler, former resident of
council to evaluate tuitions at
However, no construction
held
Monday
at
Murray,
were
m. at the chapel of the Max
the other institutions on higher project will be started unless a
Churchill Funeral Home with ten a. m. at the Parson
learning in the state, in- sufficient amount of money is
with
Muncie,
Ind.,
Mortuary,
Rev. Robert Haire of Hendicating that those tuitions available to finish it. He said
derson officiating and music Rev. Larry Warren ofcould be raused, rather than the need for it must be
the
ficiating.
Burial
was
in
by Mrs. Oneida White.
lowering the University of demonstrated before it is
Serving as pallbearers will Elm Ridge Cemetery there.
Louisville's further.
begun.
Mr.
Tyler,
age
74,
died
Miller,
be Henry Lang, James
He said he will ask the
Carroll also said his adFriday
in
a
Muncie
hospital.
A
William Eutsler, William
council to take a look at ministration will continue to
Ewing, Lilburn Reed, and native of Puryear, Tenn., he
graduate programs at the attempt to establish the "role
Earnest Cowan:Burial will be had resided in Murray before
universities to see if a limit of the University of Louisville
in the Murray Memorial moving to Muncie in March
should he placed on the and the role and the scope of
1975.
An
Army
veteran,
he
was
Gardens.
number of students accepted institutions of higher learMr. Foss, age 65, died a 27 year civil service employe
into
graduate programs - ning."
of
Military
West
Point
Tuesday at 9:15 p. m. at the
including law. He said
Meanwhile, University of
Murray-Calloway County Academy where he retired in
medical
and
dental
'Louisville
school
President James G.
1955
and
moved
to
Murray.
Hospital. He had retired as a
would not be included in such Miller praised the governor's
The deceased was Wit
riverboat captain with the
a study.
budget recommendations,
Huffman Towing Company, August 20, 1901, at Puryear,
He allocated $2.5 million in saying "there is money here to
Tenn.,
a
son
of
the
late
St. Louis, Mo., and since that
the budget to create 76 new regain and even surpass some
time a boat for the company William R. and Laura B.
primary
care residencies, to of the losses in academic
Coleman
Tyler.
In
1956
he
has been named for Mr. Foss.
be shared by the University of excellence which have acThe deceased wasta native married the former Eddie
Louisville and University of companied out stepchild
of Ballard County and was Mortin who died in June 1975.
Kentucky.
Increased status."
born August 20, 1910, to the HE was a member of the
Jerry L Bolls
residency
positions
were
Miller said the budget
Baptist
Church,
Temple
late Frank and Mary Gillespie
Integon with offices located at
recommended
by
an
interim
clearly
shows
that
U
of
L
will
Foss. He and his wife, the Muncie,Ind.
legislative committee as a no longer be viewed as a 608 W. Main St., Phone 753Survivors are three stepformer Daisy L. Overfield,
way
of reducing the shortage stepchild in the state's system 8377.
who survives, moved to the daughters, Mrs. Moela
The agency offers a broad
of
doctors
in the state.
of higher education.
Kentucky Lake Area from Elmore, Mrs. Vonela Barrett,
range of insurance and related
and
Mrs.
Verna
Mae
King,
Joppa, Ill., last March.
products including life, health,
- Survivors are his wife, Mrs. and two stepsons, William J.
accident, and business in(Continued from Page 1)
Morton
and
Mason
Morton,
all
Foss; two daughters, Mrs.
surance, estate planning, and
"it could push us into a $100 programs ranging from river group and pension plans.
Charles Brenda ) Lang, Route of Muncie, Ind.; one sister,
million tax increase" next development to civic projects.
One, Cairo, Ill., and Mrs. Mrs. I..avada Tyler Warren of
A 1966 graduate of Harding
time.
The most dramaticfinancial College, Bolls has a BA degree
Robert ( Betty) Trimble, Los Angeles, Calif.; two
He said that is because development easily is the in music education. He has
Henderson; three sons, brothers, John Tyler of Los
recurring expenses are built unusual increase in money for been affiliated with the life
Charles Foss, Sault Ste. Angeles, Calif., and Flenoy
in forever and thus have to be public education at the lower insurance industry since 1967.
Marie, Mich., Richard Foss, Tyler of Memphis, Tenn.; five
financed every biennium at level.
Route One, Cairo, Ill., and step grandchildren; four step
Bolls and his wife Karen have
higher levels.
"This will for the first time two children and live at 1506
Robert L. Carter, Henderson; great grandchildren.
Meantime, the governor exceed one half billion dollars Belmont Dr.
one sister, Mrs. Earnest
disclosed he is proposing a each year of the biennium,"
Cowan, Cairo, Ill.; one
Bolls will continue to serve
new $48 million fund for the governor told newsmen.
brother, Robert Foss, Fort
Mutual of Omaha and United
economic development, and
He said $147 million in new of Omaha as well as Integon,
Pierce, Fla.; thriteen granthat money has not been money would be available for in the Murray area.
dchildren; one great grandspecifically allocated, or even elementary and secondary
child.
recommended for projecs yet. schools, most of it in the
The legislature would be second fiscal year, and the
able to use the $48 million as it total increase is 38 per cent
L T. Coleman, brother of
deems best - within certain over the previous biennium.
Mrs. Myrtle Simms of
executive guidelines.
The governor predicted this
In effect this is what used to would raise Kentucky's
Mrs. Tilmon (011ie) Lamb of Murray, died at his home on
,.c/064 Ainicet be the severance tax rebate to ranking from 23rd to 14th in
Hazel Route Two died this Cherry Street, Paris, Tenn.,
coal-producing counties that the nation on the amount of
morning at five o'clock at the on Monday evening. His death tai=
Dr. James. M. Byrn of
will end next June 30.
state money spent for Murray has been named to
Murray-Calloway County was due to natural causes,
It no longer is a direct education, . ,even assuming serve as liaison coordinator
Hospital. She was 80 years of according to the Paris Police.
Prior at stack of lona Inerait sem
&
He was 44 years of age and
CDT, isitio, twalissi to 00. L.
turnback and also is for use other states maintain their for this area for the 53rd
age.
st landau& burp., et
Timis by
Murray,'resale's's:
The Calloway woman was a was found dead at his home.
for other counties Lot average level of advances in Annual Southern Educational
The deceased was a native
the meantime.
member
of
Congress of Optometry to be
the
New
+ki
U.S. Homes
Carroll said the increase held in Atlanta, February 27- Providence Church of Christ. of Henry County, Tenn., and Kautrnan & Broad
113ti
Ponderosa Systems
would raise Kentucky from March 2, Dr. James R. Prince,
Born October 2, 1895, in was born June 11, 1931, to the Kimberly Clark
45%
late
Will
and
Elnora
Willis
+34
70%
Carbide
Union
49th to 39th in per pupil ex- Kilmarnock, Va., President of
Calloway County, she was the
27% +%
W. R. Grace
penditure on the same basis.
daughter of the late W. R. Coleman.
5034-34
the Southern Council of
Texaco
A pickup truck owned by
54% +74
Elec.
General
As for teacher salary raises Optometrists, sponsor, an(Dick) Simmons and Linda
Survivors are four sisters, GAF Corp
14 -14
Housden Simmons.
Mrs. Simms of Murray, Mrs. Georgia Pacific
4934 +34 Mike Manning was totally planned, the governor said it nounced.
294
. +34 destroyed by fire early today totals $1,200 next year
Survivors are her husband, Eva Trimuel of Chicago, Ill., Pfizer
More than 3,500 registrants
and $800
40 unc in the
Jim Walters
Land Between The more the following year.
Tilmon Lamb, to whom she Mrs. Mattie McClain of Finch
15 -34
are expected at the meeting,
5734 +% Lakes area.
That $2,000, he declared, one of the largest of its kind in
was married on May 7, 1916; Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Olee Disiey
2/119: +14.
Franklin Mint
Reports said the truck would achieve two-thirds of the world.
one daughter, Mrs. Hazel Mayo of Toledo, Ohio; four
apparently caught on fire parity with seven surrounding
Prim of stoeb if toed foloryst Dow
Buchanan, Chicago, Ill.; three brothers, John and Clarence
The local optometrist will
today hrolohod to the Lotipr & Tow by
under the dash and was listed states.
Tenn.,
of
Paris,
sons, James 0. Lamb and Coleman
help provide information and
I. M.Moon Co.set as Moos:
as a total loss.
The education lobby wants assistance in expediting
George Lamb, Murray, and Jessie Coleman of Chicago, Industrial Avg
+&36
Members of the East Golden full parity and Carroll in- arrangements for those
Odell Lamb, Hazel Route Ill., and Joe Coleman of
Airco
Volunteer
20% +% Pond
Fire dicated he hopes to achieve planning to attend.
Two; one sister, Mrs. Hortie Toledo, Ohio.
Amer. Motors
6 unc Department responded to
the that by the end of his ad(Hontas) Hutson, Paris,
Ashland Oil
optometrists
Forty-three
Z +St
The funeral services will be A. T.& T
54% +94 call and extinguished the ministration in 1979.
Tenn.; one brother, Bill
and
four
opthalmologists
will
Ford
.
4634 .34 blaze, according to
State
But a special legislative lecture. Drs. Claude A. Pollak,
Simmons, Buchanan, Tenn.; held Sunday at one p. m. at the Gen. Motors 3
62% +34
Tire
211
/
4 -.14 Trooper Charles Stephenson, fiscal committee-which until ophthalmologist, University of
eleven grandchildren; fifteen Williams and Rawls Funeral Gen.
34% +134 who was also on the scene.
Home, Paris, Tenn., with Rev. Goodrich
a few weeks ago had planned South Florida; Emerson
great grandchildren.
Gulf Oil
Z +94
No one was injured in the its own budget bill-favors Woodruff, University of
Pennwalt
33 +134
Funeral arrangements are Eugene Oglesby officiating. Quaker
Oats
30% 4% incident.
parity with southeastern Waterloo (Canada); and,
incomplete, but friends may Burial will be in Western Oak RepublicSimi
32% +W
Singer
12% +94
states, which would lower the Robert P. Levoy, New York
call at the Blalock-Coleman Grove Cemetery.
Tappan.
1136
+
%
Visitation will be from one Wester:MEMO
teacher salary goal.
Funeral Home after six p.m.
IS% +34
City, will lecture on the
to eight p. m. on Saturday.
Zenith
20% +14
today t Thursday).
general program.
Federal State. Market News Service
Gospel Singing Will
Helen O'Connell, noted star
January 79, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
of screen, stage, radio and TV,
Report Including Buying Stations
Be At Blood River
will entertain at the annual
: fiat 403 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gi
Ret
lc
:
s
eiialc
i
Sows Steady .50 higher
banquet, to be attended by
US 1-2
*4650-4875
held
A gospel singing will be
some 1500 persons. Awards
US 145010330u.
14800-4610
us 3-4111411111s.
147.00.4800 at the Blood River Baptist will also be presented at this
US 3-4 216411168
148.00-4700 Church on Sunday, February
time.
Soles
US 1-2270-305 lbs.
*38.10-3900 1,from two to four p.m.
US l-3308-4501b..
13800-0050
Neighthe
Featured will be
1.N 1-3 4504301U.
139,00-40.00
US 2-3518.608 lbs.
*3700.38.00 bors Quartet of Benton. All
Boars 79.00-31.00
singers and listeners are invited to attend, a church
Livestock
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - spokesman said.
USDA - Estimated ca"le and
Revival services will be held
calves receipts 1500. RepresentLAKE DATA
ed slaughter classes and feeat the Almo Heights Penders steady.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. tecostal Church starting
Slaughter steers:
a few
up 0.7.
355.4,
standard 1050-1075 lbs 27.54)Saturday, January 31. SerShow Your Love This Valentine Day
27.80.
Below dam 313.2, up 2.0.
vices will be at 6:30 p. m.
Slaughter
heifers:
standard
Our
From
With A Diamond Heart
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.4,
Rev. J. T. Thornton of
and low good 650-900 lbs 21.2529.25.
Magnificent Special Collection
up 0.6.
Holladay, Tenn., will be the
Slaughter cows: utility and
Below dam 323.4, up 1.3.
evangelist for the services.
commercial 24.03-28.00, high
Sunset 5:17. Sunrise 7:02.
dressing individuals up 'o 29.50;
The public is invited to
cut'er 20.00-24.75; canner mostMoon sets 3:07 p. m., rises attend, a church spokesman
ly 16.00 20.00.
said.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade 5:41 a. m. Thursday.

L T, Coleman Dies

1

Carroll Recommends Education
Budget 40% Under Council's

Budget. ..

Dr. Byrn Named
To Serve Area
As Coordinator

Truck Destroyed
In Fire Today

Farm Markets

Revival Planned
At Almo Church

Free University Classes
Scheduled This Semester
A variety of subjects are
included in the classes of the
Free University at Murray
State University, according to
David Rose of the MSU
Student Government.
Classes , have
been
scheduled in various fields
starting in February. Rose
said there is no tuition
charges, grades, or attendance requirements, and
all interested persons are
invited to take part.
Rose said persons desiring a
calendar with a special
description of the classes may
pick it up at the Student
Government office in the
Waterfield Student Union
Building, MSU, or for information call 762-6951 or 7672445.
Classes to be held or started
in February include the
following:
Factual Evidence of the
Bible, D. Roos, instructor;
Free Meditation, Jim Horan
and Jeff Ellison, instructors;
Basic Witchcraft, Sharon
Patterson, instructor; Human
Sexuality, Dr. Frank, instructor; Astrology,. Dr.
James T. Hayes, instructor;
Gay Studies, Paul Naberezny
and R. Scott Pricer, instructors;
Christian
Marriage, D. Roos, instructor; Bread Making,
Debra West,instructor.
Guitar-Song Swap Shop,
Martha Boles, Jeff Davis, and
John Laswell, instructors;
Law for the Layman, Dr.
Frank Julian, instructor;
Home Medical Care, Steve
Wyatt and Mike Bright, instructors;
Floral
Arrangement, George Partridge, instructor; Sport
Parachuting, Gary Speer,
instructor; Marriage, John
Magnes, instructor; Bartending, Dan Anderson and
Tim Taylor,instructors; Belly
Dancing, Debbie Benson,
instructor.

Echoes Of Joy Will
Be At Mt Horeb

Classes to be held or started
in April are Women's SelfDefense, Vic Milner, Instructor; Basic Photography,
Dan Anderson, instructor;
Intro to Flying, Jim Yonts,
instructor; House Plans and
Terrarium Construction, Mr.
Cooper,
instructor;
Leathercraft, Joe Keeslar,
instructor; Basic First Aid,
Sue Hopkins, instructor; For
Women: Breaking thru
Barriers to Growth, Lanette
Thurman and Sondra Ford,
Planned
instructors;
Parenthood', Laurie Waite and
Michelle Broadhurst, instructors; Banking Services,
A. W. Simmons, instructor;
Childbirth Education, Linda
Clark,instructor.
Classes to, be held in April
are
Backpacking, Bob
Williams, instructor; Sailing,
Ben Armstrong, instructor;
Canning
and
Freezing
Vegetables,
Dr.
Alice
Koenecke, instructor; Basic
Golf, Larry Robinson, instructor.

Conley Arrested
In Cable-Cutting
ASHLAND, Ky. ( AP) Ralph Eugene Conley of South
Shore, Ky., has been arrested
by state police in connection
with cable-cutting instances
during a recent Communication Workers of
America strike against the
General Telephone Co.
Police identified Conley as a
CWA member employed by
GeriTel as an installer and
repairman. He was charged
with vandalism and with
cutting GenTel cables in the
Ashland area during the past
few months. '
Earlier, police had arrested
Charles Thomas Massie of
Ashland on similar charges.
Warrants for two other men
are still outstanding, a GenTel
spokesman said.

Broadbills are brightly colored birds. They live in wet junfrom
of
Joy
The Echoes
gLes and forests of tropics espePrinceton will be featured in a cially in the secondary forests
special program at the Mt. where the virgin jungle has
Horeb Freewill Baptist been burned and cultivated and
then allowed to grow again.
Church, Murray, on Sunday,
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m.
February 1,at three
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Diamond
Pierced Earrings

3 Hearts
With I Diamond
Only 839

Oidy $39
I

1 Diamond With 2
Interlocked Hearts

Only $39

$39

Only $39
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LOOK WHAT

Will Buy For This Valentine Day
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The following items
should not have appeared in

IGA's Advertisement
in Wednesday's
Ledger and Times

We ore Sorry for this inconvenience
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SELL A
SECOND BEST

MICHELIN

•Sealtest Ice Cream
•Sealtest Dip

PRESEIS
represer
ntenther
Yoo, of

FIRST!,
WE DON'T

With a Heart of Light

one- wo 10501860 lbs 27.00 79.00,
a few yield grade 'wo 23 0025 00,
Slaughter calves and vealers:.
Choice 140.275 lb vealers 40.0060.00, a few selected up '0
65.00; good 3000.1000, choice
300-450 lb calves 2600 33.00;
good 70.00-26.00.
Feeder steers: a few choice
300.505 lbs 32.00-36.00, 700.830
lbs 34.00-36 70; mixed good and
choice 300 500 lbs 29 00 32.00,
500 735 lbs 30.0-33.50, good 300500 lbs 24.00-30.00, 500 850 !be
26.00 31.00: standard and low
good, including Molveins 350500 lbs 18.00 24.00, 500 825 lbs
20_00 26 00.
Feeder heifers: mixed good
and choice 350.500 lbs 23.00.
25.75, 500 730 tbs 24 00 25.00;
good 503-785 lbs 20 00 24.00
500 hogs. Barrows and gilts
reedy to 25 toms higher. Onetwo near 225 lbs 54.50; onethree 200-240 lbs 49755035;
two •hree 700.250 lbs 4900 49 75;
•hree-four 240 305 lbs 44 00 46 00.
Sows weak 'o 50 lower One.hree 300 450 lbs 38 00 38 50, 450
600 lbs 30.50 39.50; 'hie! 450 705
lbs 37.03-311.00
Boors over 200 lbs 3.500
25 sheep untested early

Volume I

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE
1105 Pogue- Phone 753-1489
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